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PRESIDENTS ANNUAL REPORT - 2019
Happy 50th Birthday Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club. What an absolutely fantastic season 
2019 has been. Without doubt this has been a season that has gone extremely smoothly. Of course there are always a 
few hiccups, however I must compliment the committee who have applied themselves in their various roles. The degree 
of expertise, knowledge, commitment and implementation has been superlative. Thank you one and all.

Sometimes our young charges are oblivious to the behind the scenes work involved by parents who contribute each 
week in various roles. Thank you to our extraordinary parents not only on their contributions but how they conducted 
themselves each week. I know it’s been said during the season in emails of the Presidents message, yet I am over the 
moon with the exemplary behaviour of all this season. Without a doubt we are the custodians, in time representing the 
P.O.N.R.P.J.F.C without the wonderful contributions of past committees and parents we wouldn’t have this great legacy 
to follow nor uphold. So from past achievements to current undertakings, let me say it doesn’t go unnoticed. Therefore 
to continue our upward ascending and providing the absolute best for our membership, I/We need your help. We wish to 
continually move forward, be it policy, our unique story as a club through to playing opportunities and equipment. Your 
assistance, encouragement and support of your committee in 2020 is asked to continue. In whatever positive manner 
this support is undertaken, it is greatly appreciated and needed every season. Thank you for your continued efforts and 
reliability.

THE SEASON
Our catch word for our 50th year has been “alignment”. A few years ago we lost our Auskick oval and in turn most of our 
Auskickers. Despite huge attempts at the time it has taken, until this year, to start to return to the former numbers. This 
year we topped over 100 kids attending. 

Our junior club was down on playing numbers this year, however, I believe the comrade and mateship has never been 
closer. We were down approx. 40 girls and 30 boys from the previous year. Our numbers were around the 430 players 
mark this year. From 24 teams to 21 fielded in 2019.

Our Senior club hosted an inaugural senior women’s team this year in only their ninth season. The under 19’s Reserves 
and senior mens had moved up to Division One with their three ladies netball teams, their numbers were around 160 
contributors. 

So how does the above relate to alignment? Simply put, it was the year that all three parties participated in a greater 
way with each other and pathway co-ordinators were organised between them. It feels from my point of view as one big 
community club. The Auskickers received assistance during the season from both junior and senior clubs with players 
and coaches. The juniors and Auskickers were invited to attend senior matches, training sessions and functions. The 
Auskickers and senior representation were on hand for grid games, training and participating in social events, whilst our 
junior club fiercely stands on its own two legs, it was great sharing with a “big” and “little” brother at times. The comfort 
of having your back covered by family allows us to all dig a bit deeper and appreciate that comfort.

The alignment allows for a clear pathway from one entity to the next should that be a preferred option.

2019 saw record numbers of Shark’s youth girls invited to train with the YJFL squads. The boys were invited to Vic 
Metro, Interleague, Eastern Ranges and The Northern Knights for trials. Only this week, I’ve received a request for eight 
of our youth girls to try out with the Eastern Ranges, whilst some players will always move away from our club because 
they believe “the grass is greener elsewhere” we know that it’s because there is more “cow manure” scattered around 
there. But with the requests from the YJFL and other organisations we know that our home grown talent is immense. The 
opportunities the club offers could even open AFL or AFLW doors. To see how the pathway is in place for our juniors, 
one only has to recognise the composition of the senior club. Some 74% of all players in the U19’s reserves and seniors 
played junior football at the Sharks. Now that’s healthy.

Our committee and previous committees have always focused on getting players out and onto the park each week. 
Therefore, we make no apologies that where possible we will field 2 teams of 17 players each rather than have one super 
team of 34 and players rostered off each week.

We had a few hiccups during 2019, however the participation rates were high. Most years teams enjoyed their season. 
However, it is noted that there were three teams this year that did it tough. I fully believe we have acknowledged and 
made adjustments and this will be reversed next year.

The season ended with some stunning results. We fielded 21 teams this year of which 16 teams played for points. From 
these teams, 9 teams made finals, what a wonderful result.  Even better, 4 teams achieved the honour to compete in a 
grand Final. That is a quarter of the total teams from the sharks playing for points. From here we saluted 3 Grand Final 
Premiers. THREE FLAG’S Congratulations to the U15 Reds, U16 Youth Girls and Colts Red, well done. Our U12 girls 
competed hard yet were unable to get over the line.

Well done to Players, Coaches, Team Managers, Assistants and Parents to have been a part of the journey in our 50th 
Year.  All I can say is, watch out other Clubs, 2020 looks like it is going to be a fantastic season.  I’ve watched our 
current crop of young players and have observed significant growth in skills this year.  More importantly, I’m seeing a 
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into a “sporting life.”  These opportunities can be expressed as experiences towards our playing membership.   
Everyday in some way we are tested in life, from this we need to impart lessons that can be understood and applied to 
the sporting arena.  It’s how we apply this knowledge to a growth learning scenario and becoming a better person in our 
community, School, team that is most important.  I am very privileged and honoured to be in the role at this great club.  
A number of truly wonderful people have gone before me and imparted their learnings and imprint. To all past committee 
members, your wisdom, guidance and implementation gives direction to our deeds today. Thank you for your great 
vision and having been a part in the journey of 50 fabulous years to date.

CLUB CAPTAINS

LIFE LESSONS
Sometimes we are tested in a most unusual manner.  No matter how young or old, our outlook on life holds varying 
degrees for different folks.  My Father passed away at the end of July and led me to taking up my pen for a positive spin 
on life and hopefully a lesson for those in need. Below is an extract of Round 12’s version of the President’s Message.

We all want to be winners every week, but what does this really mean? I believe to be part of a team, be part of a great 
club and to be part of a community is a true winner. Life and sport is not only about what we personally learn but, I think, 
more importantly how we impact on those around us. I’ve had reason to reflect about life, community, a person’s ability 
to give and the footprints we leave on this earth. The last few days have been a bit heavier than normal. My father left 
this world on Sunday but the ripples from his footprints will be forever felt. Whilst never a great footballer he was a true 
champion due to the legacy of impact he leaves behind. He was my teacher in life, family, sport and business. He taught 
honesty, humility, to persevere, be determined and above all else be persistent. If a door closes, never give up, keep 
knocking because eventually, a door will be opened to you, he used to say. 

He was a man strong enough to stand up for what he believed in. He was an absolute gentleman, an astute 
businessman and never stopped learning. It’s amazing how we can show how much life and sport mirror each other. 

The challenges we face in life revolve around ‘culture’. The culture of an individual, a team, the club and the local 
community. In life as in sport, we need to be empathetic, have an understanding of others (teammates) challenges in 
life whilst having the ability to reflect on our and their actions. To be able to remain true to yourself and observe what’s 
occurring around us is the true test of culture and our character. So, let’s work on ourselves, develop our skills and leave 
a true impact on others of who we are and let our ripples forever reach outwards. Too often as young people we are 
influenced by what others say and in particular we listen to what people say we can’t do. 

The most difficult aspect of life is comparing ourselves against others. Our attitude and values and support of others can 
be tested each week on the sports oval. So stop being limited by others, listen to your coaches, life mentors and be all 
you can be. Be who you really are, apply what you learn from life (including each game played) to constantly grow as an 
individual with a positive impact on others. NOW that’s what I call a true winner. 

Be the best you can be, get up with a good outlook each day and be proactive in achieving your goals regularly. Take a 
moment to reflect on what you’re doing and how you’re doing it and if need be, ask for assistance. All our players will 
be stretched over the next two weeks as the season comes to a conclusion. For those members lucky enough to reach 
finals, ask how you can do that little bit more to support your teammates and grow within. Look forward to being tested 
and handling the opportunity to climb the mountains that confront us each week in both life and sport.

THANK YOU
It’s always hard to single out people.  However, in particular I’d like to congratulate and thank our two latest Award 
recipients; Life Member, Mark Leonard and Club Person, Sarah Coffey.  The success of the Sharks is hugely dependent 
upon the significant contributions of all our members and the numerous volunteers involved at all levels.  You should all 
be immensely proud of what has been achieved to date. Thank you all for your undivided cooperation and support.

closeness and desire to be there with friends.  Mateship is a wonderful feeling and a special sense of belonging is a key 
pillar in life.  

CONDUCT
All our membership, players and guardians must be congratulated for an exemplary season of conduct.  Without a doubt 
this has been a fantastic year. I believe we may have received four or five yellow cards on the field during matches, 
but that was it.  Our Supporters showed great zeal and enthusiastic barracking without overstepping the mark.  The 
YJFL recognise our Club as one of the elites in the competition when it comes to conduct.  Thank you one and all for 
remembering it’s a sport for our young people and upholding our culture.

Congratulations go to each committee member for playing their role.  However, none more so than Sue and her 
persistence in lifting our sponsorship contributions to their highest levels ever.  The new ideas and constant follow up 
paid off.  Thank you for your efforts.  

We acknowledge all our Sponsors as per the list below.  Please support them where possible.  

SPONSORS

Major Club Sponsor  
Club Ringwood

Gold Sponsors
Appleby Real Estate

Resi Ventures

Bendigo Bank – Warrandyte Branch

Warran Glen

Silver Sponsors
RNG Lawyers

50th Gala Dinner Sponsor

Elephant & Co

General Sponsors
Rebel

Bakers Delight

McDonalds

Rob Dolan

Volks Wagon

Ringwood Mazda

Blue Dog Café

Soda Stream

Aumanns at Warrandyte

AKT Trophy Centre

Aus Cut

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Bounce Health Group

Dental Art Park Orchards

MCG Windows & Doors

Hallmark Hire Cars

Krueger

JNJ Electrics

A+ Optometry

Pneutech

Southern States Group

Healesville Toyota

Opulent Homes

Concept Laser Co.

Manfred Pellinger-Riley – McGrath

X Power

The Ten Minute Tutor

Eyecare Plus

Screen House

Natskin 

V&A Spiteri

CUSTODIANSHIP
Our committee have been entrusted with a wonderful history.  The past accomplishments achieved are recognised 
by our current representatives and we strive to protect yet implement improvement.  Sometimes we get it pretty right, 
other times we step on a few toes.  However, it’s the meaning of the intent, the spirit to open and the desire to offer 
consistency of experience for our membership that drives us all.  Personally, I acknowledge that;

- Each President brings his own style and talents.  In particular, communicating the weekly President’s message  
 and end of year annual report.  

- Writing the report every week and focusing on Club topics and issues needing to be expressed can be difficult.  

- From time to time not all our membership may be happy with the reports that are written.  Some may consider  
 them slightly “politically inappropriate” through to the array of agendas discussed not being their taste.

Since becoming President a number of years ago, how I communicate, I decided will include varying degrees of emotion 
and a certain transparency into the life I lead and how I naturally respond to issues.  This includes life moments that 
impact on myself or my family which I try to turn into a learning opportunity for others.  Thus, furthering the works, ideas 
and communication of previous committee members.

So why do I write and say various comments?

I like to think I have an open and inclusive style.  Its my style, its who I am.

When I impart my words, whilst they may be about events I’m involved in, it’s not actually about me.  Yes, we all have a 
degree of confidence; however I do not have an ego that requires regular feeding.  

More importantly, it’s about what occurs in life that can be turned into life lessons and these events that are encountered 
being reconstructed.  Thus, the ability to compose an understanding of a lesson that can be used towards educating 

Club Captain  
Jake Leonard

Club Vice Captain  
Tim Choveaux

Club Vice Captain 
Matilda Rae
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For those of you who know me, you would have heard my comments about the three most valuable things as a 
volunteer in a junior sports organisation:

1. Above all, the most important thing we can do in life is have positive influences on the lives of children of any age;

2. Ensure we provide the best possible coaches for the kids – a winning coach is not necessarily the best coach but  
 the best coach is one who educates and keeps the kids playing football year after year;

3. As a volunteer each of our roles are a privilege not a right – we are serving and shaping the lives of hundreds  
 of young members.

CONCLUSION
What a great season it has been for our club, to have nearly 550 contributors each week in 21 teams and Auskick, is a 
year to be celebrated.  Congratulations to all players and the parents for their input, I appreciate the journey we have 
shared this year.  What a way to celebrate our 50th Birthday as a united club with many special stories that will be told 
over the years to come.

A special mention of thanks to seven people in particular who go above and beyond.  Their workloads are unbelievable.  
Thanks to Beaver (Mark Leonard), Morts (Andrew Mortlock), Michael Choveaux, Damien Noonan, Dean Prest, Sarah 
Coffey and Nina Foxwell.  It’s the very early or very late calls and emails that lead to action, that you guys do which is 
appreciated.  All those extras, thanks!

The other special mention goes to my Family.  Without the love and support of my wife Sam and my boys Lawson, 
Mason and Rhonan, the journey wouldn’t be worthwhile.

The football club offers players the opportunity to be mentored by great role models and peers whilst developing lifelong 
friendships.  Thus, it is so important to realise where we come from and acknowledge previous Committees for their 
wisdom and input.  We enjoy a unique community focus and a supportive culture. We want our young people to grow 
up as well adjusted citizens and we believe that this is the environment to help make this happen.  I think we are on the 
right path.  If confirmation is required, just ask the Senior Club.

So, in summary, thank you to all the parents for assisting, playing a role in your children’s lives and being a part of the 
Sharks family.

Thank you for your commitment and support.

Go Sharks!!

Ritchie Appleby – President

DIRECTOR OF FOOTBALL ANNUAL REPORT - 2019
2019 a fantastic year as Director of Football at Park Orchard North Ringwood Junior Football Club.

It has been a great year with the enjoyment of all players & parents visible throughout the year.

I thank everyone who has supported me over the last 4 years as Director of Football for this great club. This 
said, I am stepping down from this role and shall not be in this position again in 2020.

I would like to thank Damian Noonan and Dean Prest for their assistance in their roles, they have been a great 
support.

To the committees & members of previous and current years, thank you for the great work they have done 
growing the club to what it is now.  

This year we fielded 21 teams including 5 girl’s teams. This club of up and coming stars came from our local 
area. This is a testament to how strong our community roots are. It is a very powerful base to support and 
grow what we all regard as the best Junior Football Club in the area.

To grow our great club from strength to strength I ask you all to provide support by recommending our club 
to all the boys and girls you know who may enjoy playing this great game. We need to grow our base and 
ensure our Auskick numbers grow to ensure we can keep fielding as many junior teams as possible - you and 
your children’s positive recommendation is our greatest recruiting asset. 

Well done to everyone currently at PONRPJFC this year for their involvement.

Season 2019 commenced in October last year, with the recruitment of a group of Head Coaches. Thank you 
to all of you. You put in so much effort and gave up so much of your time to encourage and teach our kids 
about football.

Thank you to the boys coaches Ben Laurence, Chris McGinty, Blair Hartley, Chris Lynch, Damian Noonan, 
Brad Mottram, Daniel Bullen, Rob Sette, Michael James, Adam Kenny, Justin Cahill, Rob Clark, Nathan Tovey, 
Glenn Mason, Michael Tout & Nick Kouteris and the girls coaches Jason Dove, Tim Rule, Mike Newton, Tim 
Livingstone & Matt Turner. Also to the assistant coaches of each team, your support was also very much 
appreciated. A big thank you for everyone else who helped with each team every week team managers, 
runners, trainers, goal umpires, boundary umpires, field umpires, time keepers, water carriers, ground 
managers, umpire escorts, interchange stewards.

Congratulations to all the Boys and Girls invited to the YJFL Presentation. Well done to each of you.

Congratulations to the over 400 Sharks kids that took to the field every week for their home and away games 
and the U11 Red Boys, U11 Black Boys, U12 Girls, U12 Red Boys, U12 Black Boys, U14 Red Boys, U15 
Boys, U16 Red Girls & Colts Red teams that made it to the finals with Under 15 Boys, Under 16 Red Girls and 
Colts Red winning their premiership.

Thank you to Jake Leonard Tim Choveaux and Matilda Rae our Club Captain and Vice-Captain’s, you have 
done a ripper job this year assisting PONRPJFC Colts & Girls with our Colts & Girls buddy programs & 
training and game day support, Anzac Day march, Mother’s Day Friday Night footy BBQ etc. Auskick Thanks 
for your leadership & direction and support of the club.

Congratulations to Matt Faulkner Jack Rossimel Maclaren Spiteri and Michael Tout as coach for making the 
Colts YJFL team of the year and all the PONRPJFC Best & Fairest winners, most improved and coaches 
award winners in each age group and the Tim McLennan recipients. Well Done.

To those that have assisted me this year with the practice matches, Anzac Day, Under 8 Mother’s Day Friday 
night footy under lights, the Under 8 & 9 to Colt’s Buddy Program, Girls Footy days, Development Programs, 
Team App and all the extra behind the scenes jobs, Thanks one and all.

In closing a big Thank You to my wife Anita and the kids for their support, I would not be able to do any of this 
without my own little Team. I am looking forward to next year off supporting Archie and Ava at the Junior Club 
and Jake in the Senior Club and hope you all return for another exciting year of Junior footy at our beloved 
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club.SY!
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LIFE MEMBERSHIP – MARK LEONARD
Life membership is an honour bestowed upon the best of the best.  This includes the make up of personality, 
endurance, thankless giving (in time and deeds), contribution and the point of making a difference.

This year our life member scores a 10 out of 10 in all classifications.  

Mark Leonard (A.K.A. Beaver, as in leave it to beaver) joined the Club at Auskick level in 2005 with his eldest 
son.  Since then his daughter and youngest son have continued through the various stages at the Sharks.  
Mark is a wonderful display of humanity whilst really being a big teddy bear underneath.  His love and 
support for his wife and children is unreserved.  It is this emotion that also propels him in life and ultimately 
determines and undertakes the direction of his actions.  You could not meet a more caring SNAG.  

Whilst he’ll try to say otherwise in front of the boys, I know better.  For as my right hand man, Director of 
Footy and Vice President, I’d be totally lost without his guidance.  Out of the two of us, he brings the emotive 
and understanding side to our discussions.  Boy, talk about the odd couple.

Marks endurance is evident in the many varied roles he has undertaken over the years and in how he has 
revealed himself.  From assisting as a parent coaching at Auskick through to Team Manager for three years.  
Subsequently, upon joining the committee and then being immersed immediately into the role as Director of 
Football.  What a learning curve, welcome to diplomacy 101.  Yet it was in this position that he set-forth with 
conviction, passion, focus and at times naivety.  Mark was instrumental in implementing the Advance HP 
system to coaches, thus instructing them on training drills and match day simulations.  Via unveiling this to 
coaches and then offering supervision, it has been immense for our Club.

Some of the more complex situations of Marks role has been having to undertake the “at times” difficult 
discussions with parents.  Whenever discussing Team Selection regarding the positioning of someone’s son 
or daughter will always attract emotion.  He never shirked the issues or the tough decisions that needed to be 
voiced.  To show how provern policy and history can impact a players growth in a positive manner has shown 
his patience whilst giving the players the opportunity of more game time.  Mark takes responsibility of his 
actions and works with diplomacy in most environments.  Mate, you are a true champion.

I’m sure Anita, his wife sometimes thought he was having an affair, what with the many phone calls, 
whispered conversations and late nights.  I can now reveal to all that he was………. Yes it was with the 
Sharks Junior Football Club membership.  Mark has always just kept giving of his time to whoever needed 
it.  To him it was all about the kids.  He wanted to import the Clubs culture (to parents and players), share 
the learning and help all to be responsible in determining their direction.  All this whilst being focussed yet 
having fun.  He spent time in appointing and co-ordinating coaches, he displayed extraordinary governance 
with Team Selection and was a tireless campaigner with the YJFL.  He spent so much time at Headquarters 
in Bulleen that they put aside a desk for him (well almost).  The greatest quality Mark delivers in spades is 
loyalty, he is everyone’s mate.  He is able to install a sense of pride and club spirit through his demeanour via 
players, parents and to the committee.  What a unique and marvellous example he continually displays to all.

Mark is a custodian of the Director of Football role and follows many fine and distinguished men from prior 
years.  He has had tremendous impact in the role and leaves a legacy that will continue for many years.  
His allegiance to defining and growing his position, whilst going out of his way to make sure everyone 
understands potential outcomes is his bond.

Mark has led by example and is extremely dedicated.  Over the last year he has been instrumental in a 
number of achievements.  His role has now been divided between three people.  He has requested and 
orchestrated defined roles on committee with job descriptions, going forward a weekly calendar for the 
season and a template of duties and emails.  The latter in conjunction with our Administrator.

Some of the areas covered are intricate, however for all future committee members now there is a clearly 
defined roadmap.  Whilst Team App was introduced by committee, Mark has been engaged with instructing 
and exhibiting how to correctly use it.  Certainly some big shoes to fill going forward.

As President I challenged our committee on the vision and subsequent formation of Girls playing within the 
Club.  Everyone to their credit got on board.  Yet, Mark was instrumental in co-ordinating with a number of 
others the vision.  He acted as our emissary with the inaugural development programs including recruitment 
and participation.  His devotion to pushing for registrations in our foundation year of girls involvement also 
shows his caring nature.  Most times he really does help others before his own consideration.  Mark is totally 
connected to the Club, its aspirations, its success and the foundations it was built on.  Because of Mark and 
his tireless dedication our Club prospers through his actions, his demeanour and his attributes.  Mark has left 

a legacy that not only his family, but all of us as as the membership can be proud of.  It is with great pride, 
privilege and honour, on behalf of the committee of the PONRPJFC and the membership, that in recognition 
of service.  I congratulate Mark Leonard with Life Membership.  

Well done mate, I could not be more proud of anyone, you deserve the accolades.

CLUB PERSON OF THE YEAR 2019   - SARAH COFFEY
Sarah’s nomination and selection as the Club Person of the Year for 2019 has accrued over the past few 
years.  

Little did Sarah realise when she took over, the magnitude of the role involved.  She thought it might take 
the odd ½ a day here and there each week to do.  Well, God made 24 hours a day so a ½ day equated to 12 
hours.  Boy, I’m sure Sarah has felt that ½ a day at times has been like 12 hours.  

Sarah has embraced the role of Registrar over the last few years.  Whilst the club has continued to grow…. 
so have the duties involved.

This year, with the advent of a few system hiccups and slight administrative changes of input, Sarah has been 
magnanimous in her diligence.

Whilst being her own person, a mum, a wife and being pulled in different directions daily, the role has been 
facilitated without complaint.

Whenever I see Sarah around the Club she has one of the most endearing smiles, her demeaner covers an 
internal focus of determination and the pride in 100% accuracy.

The humbleness and assistance that is given to every enquiry, be it registration, assistance in completing 
applications through to transfers is unrivalled.  As a committee we are left breathless with the diligence 
and air of seeming simplicity that Sarah goes about her functions.  All of this whilst also undertaking major 
home renovations – Wow what a lady, what a great ambassador for our Club who quietly completes all 
undertakings.  I wonder if at times she is like a duck on a still pond, graceful to observe yet paddling like heck 
under the water at 100 miles an hour.  Yes, that’s our Sarah.  

During the last year, Sarah has managed over 470 member registrations, re-populated the Clubs Master List 
to ensure all contact details are correct, manually sent every registered player a welcome email, updated 
teams player lists weekly, undertaken the task of 138 player transfers or playing permits and assisted in the 
YJFC initiative of part season membership.

Then just as things start to slow down with new registrations, Coaches and Team Managers email regarding 
various questions, the Director of Football constantly “bombards” with updates and amends teams, scores 
and players to Sporting Pulse.

Who said multi-tasking was hard to do.  Sarah also has obtained permits for players to be involved in Rep, 
Interleague and the TAC cup, those Colts filling in with the seniors and others who play Saturday footy for 
other clubs.

Whilst various roles on Committee are openly observed, Sarah’s role is an “off” committee role and she 
quietly goes about all that is accomplished behind the scenes out of the limelight.

It is with great honour due to the above and other (as yet) untold examples that elevates Sarah into a pillar of 
community acknowledgement.

Thank you for being an amazing person and extraordinary representative of our Club.

On behalf of the PONRPJFC we acknowledge and congratulate the 2019 Club Person of the Year  --  Sarah 
Coffey !!!
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LIONS COMMUNITY SPIRIT AWARD 2019 – JAKE LEONARD
Jake started as an  Auskicker in 2005 at the Sharks.  He has continued through to finishing with a Premiership medal 
in this years Colts Red.  What a great honour to conclude his playing career with in-excess of 150 games played and 3 
Premiership medallions.  Jake has exhibited commitment, dedication and assistance not only to his playing group but 
with all ages within the club.

Jakes courage, drive and mateship is not only evident on the field but is continually observed supporting and 
encouraging younger Sharks members.  He displays a true spirit towards the Club and towards the game of football.  
Jakes infectious smile is readily present to all and he is always active around the Club.  Without seeking recognition nor 
praise, he is always first to arrive at training or events and helpful in taking on any jobs required.  He has engaged in 
local community events at St Annes, Holy Spirit and other schools at fetes, bbq’s etc.

During the last three years Jake has been involved in the buddies program and where necessary, stepping in to assist 
young U8’s or U9’s lacking a Colts representative.

He has demonstrated his maturity by playing approx. six games in the U19’s at the Senior Club.  Has attended the Dawn 
Service for numerous years, laid the wreath this year and assisted in setting up and packing up at social events.  He has 
enhanced his reputation by being a stand in umpire and co-ordinator for our inaugural Youth Girls development day at 
Rieschiecks Reserve at seasons commencement in 2017.

Jake has been assistant coach for the U8’s, U9’s and again this year for the U9’s.  His dedication is so intense that even 
when knocked off his bike on the way to training, he continued on and only this shared with the Coach after completing 
his coaching duties.

It is Jakes loyalty and spirited devotion to the Club, his character and passion that is being acknowledged when 
presenting him with this award.  As a Club, we congratulate Jake on his fantastic career at the Sharks Junior Football 
Club and being named this years Lions Club Community Spirit Award Recipient for 2019.

COLTS RED BEST  
& FAIREST DINNER

SEASON LAUNCH
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50th GALA NIGHT

Tim MacLennan award recipient: Heath Worthington.

What an amazing season of growth that was!  

For many of the U8s, this was their very first season playing football so it was important to get them developing a strong 
foundation of skills in each area of football that they could continue to build on throughout their careers at the Sharks.

It was essential the boys knew and could follow our team rules, which were, to have fun, listen to the coach and look 
after each other.  

Each Friday, we did drills focusing on hand balling, marking, kicking, and ground ball skills. We spent a lot of time on 
contested ball. The boys turned up to each session with a whole lot of energy which they did not seem to loose by the 
end of the hour!

The parent volunteers on the Sundays were always willing to chip in thanks to Laureen De Rooden’s organisation and 
team managing skills. She proved to be a strong asset to the management of the team. Mick James was always ready 
and willing to jump in and help run the training too. 

It was great to see development of the skills of the boys from the beginning of the season. Well done to all the team! Go 
Sharks! 

UNDER 8 RED: 
Coached by:  

Ben Laurence
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The U9 Blacks enjoyed a fantastic season and it was a true team effort to put the team out on the park.  The 
team manager held it all together with Emma and Adam Giosserano ensuring all things ran smoothly with great 
communication through the week and making sure everything was in order on match day.  Some mad dashes for extra 
jumpers on match day or setting up the ground for home games – we all say thank you very much.  

I would also like to thank Ben Hine for his role as assistant coach.  He was brilliant in his support and able to cover when 
I was unable to make it due to work commitments.  He was a calming influence and was extra good at getting pre-
game cups of coffee!!  Big thanks also to Jake who came down to help with every U9 training session.  He went out of 
his way to help the boys and showed great passion.  All the mums and dads that helped out during training rolling balls 
and encouraging the boys – it certainly makes the job easier when attempting the herd the boys during a Friday night 
training.  

A big thanks to Tom Sonderhof for umpiring all our home games.  He gave up his time on some very cold Sunday 
mornings and we all really appreciated it – especially all the mums and dads!  Thanks Tom.

We had a really enjoyable season on the field with a big focus on basic skill development including groundball technique, 
use of hands and tackling.  The boys really embraced the concept of working as a team no matter what is happening in 
the game.  Helping each other up off the ground after a contest, being positive and offering each other encouragement 
during the game.  The boys came so far with their skills during the year and by the end of the season we had a couple 
of full ground transitions during the game including some handball chains that were brilliant!!     The support from all 
parents and families on the sidelines was much appreciated.  Whether it be cutting up oranges, providing bags of 
snakes or just trying to keep the boys warm during the “fog game” later in the year – it was great to see and certainly 
added to the positivity surrounding the team.

Some of our sessions on Friday night were challenging due to adverse weather but the boys always showed up and 
one of the highlights at the end of the season was a handball drill with the ball not touching the ground for 40 straight 
handballs – with the boys celebrating like we had just won a game when completed.  The boys embraced the skill based 
drills with a competitive element also thrown in.  

All the boys showed great development during the year with some playing for their first season at the sharks:

•	 Our	Tim	MacLennan	award	winner	Miller	Hine	played	all	over	the	ground	and	showed	a	great	ability	to	read	the	ball	in	
flight.  Was brave in the air and repelled several opposition attacks by chopping off the ball.  A booming kick and not 
afraid to get in there and get his knees dirty.  

•	 Our	forward	pressure	specialist	Ethan	Genever	really	set	the	scene	each	week	for	the	team	with	his	tackling	and	
speed across the ground.  Smothering the ball with his face in the last round took it a bit far but what a star.

•	 Rhys	Blackshaw	rarely	missed	a	training	session	and	was	one	of	our	most	improved	players	during	the	season.		A	
great mark later in the season was great reward for all the improvement he showed during training.  

•	 James	Cahill	is	another	that	improved	enormously	throughout	the	season.		The	focus	on	getting	in	and	ground	balls	
was taken to another level in the latter part of the season.  Highlighted by his multi effort when out numbered 3-1 in 
the defensive zone which resulted in a halved contest.  Great work James!

•	 Marcus	Di	Battista	played	a	variety	of	roles	but	always	showed	great	intent	around	the	ball	–	often	bobbing	up	to	take	
import marks or lay a massive tackle. 

•	 Anthony	Doolan	playing	in	his	first	season	took	great	strides	forward	with	his	development	and	was	a	great	listener.		
This really shone through later in the season when he was taking big marks and ripping the ball out of packs.  Well 
done Antho!  

•	 Alex	Giosserano	was	our	resident	Alex	Rance	or	“Rancey”.		Often	on	the	last	line	and	out	numbered	he	would	never	
give in.  Alex’s skill development – in particular his kicking, had him pin pointing some passes by the end of the year.  
Apologies for almost knocking you out with a ball when the lights went out post training after kicking you a high ball 
to mark!  

•	 Jackson	Hartley	did	some	of	his	best	work	in	the	ruck	when	able	to	move	around	the	ground	and	take	some	strong	
marks.  The long raking left foot often cleared the area for the team.  

UNDER 9 BLACK: 
Coached by:  
Blair Hartley

•	 Archie	Hattwich	was	our	“speed	machine”	and	the	opposition	was	always	worried	when	he	was	able	to	burst	out	
of congestion and speed away into space.  Some really impressive tackling and was a pleasure to coach as he was 
always willing to get back up and go again.  

•	 Hugh	Marsh	impacted	all	over	the	ground	and	when	he	was	on	he	was	hard	to	stop.		Clean	hands	and	great	
movement when out in space.  One of skilled players that showed great competitiveness throughout the year.  A 
future star.  

•	 Luke	Newman	is	another	speed	demon	who	had	some	massive	highlights	throughout	the	year.		Some	great	tackles	
and showed some great intent on his groundballs after working hard at training.  One of our most improved players.  
Well done Luke.

•	 Sidney	Rigall	played	his	first	season	and	he	possesses	a	booming	kick	and	some	strong	hands	which	made	him	
dangerous up forward.  Some of his groundball efforts really improved and a massive run down tackle to save a goal 
later in the year a real highlight!

•	 Taylor	Sonderhof	was	one	of	our	most	improved	throughout	the	season.		Some	of	his	groundball	work	at	training	had	
him ploughing in for the ball later in the season and a couple of goal saving marks on the last line made the coach 
very proud mate.  

•	 Ezra	Zosel	played	his	first	season	and	you	wouldn’t	have	known	it.		A	classy	mover	that	can	impact	anywhere	on	the	
ground and seemed to do it all with ease.  Can’t wait to see how much he improves next season.  

Overall it was a great season with each and every boy showing great improvement in their game.  The team environment 
created by all the encouragement and positivity from the families made for an enjoyable season and thanks to everyone 
for all their support.   Look forward to seeing you all back next season for U10’s!!  Go Sharks.

Blair
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TIM MACLENNAN AWARD: Lenny Kilworth

2nd: Charlie McGinty

3rd: Harrison Hume
This season was a very successful season for our team. Our first training session was a little underwhelming with little 
more than 8 players turning up and we spent the night touching base with the kids and hearing their off-season stories. 
Our second session was a much better turnout with 15 boys turning up to trot the track and start building on their skills 
and friendships. A majority of our team was made up of last years Under 8’s though we did have a few fresh faces pop 
up and comes down for a kick. We looked to have a good crew of ranging abilities from small, fast and agile players 
to towering tall players with good ruck skills and marking ability with everyone else in between. We had some kids that 
would give Usain Bolt a run for his money, we had some that had ball skills as good, if not better than the likes of Danger 
and Dusty we also had some kids who just turned up for fun and could hardly kick a ball to save their lives, but that’s 
ok cause that’s what it’s all about. Throughout the season we battled with teams from all over including Doncaster, 
Beverley Hills x2, Templestowe, Park Orchards, Whitehorse, Bulleen and our nemesis Warrandyte. Every time we played 
Warrandyte they seemed to have our measure. They were fast, tenacious and relentless. They knew how to run the 
ground, big or small, and knew how make an unsuspecting team pay for being off guard. I need to give them massive 
praise for the unbelievable coaching and abilities they brought to our games and great sportsmanship. Well done to their 
coach Luke.

Most of the other games we dominated through the midfield and delivered up forward for many scoring opportunities. 
We played tough footy (without tackling to the ground of course) and had a willingness to win at all costs, much like 
white line fever in some respects. We got to watch the group bond and join each other for celebrations when the going 
was good and support each other when they were feeling down and out. The team went from strength to strength with 
every player knowing their comrades moves and abilities therefore knowing where to stand and how to help out. Some 
of these boys had never played footy before and were a little shell shocked in the beginning before finding their feet 
nicely. All the boys were very accommodating towards the new boys. As a coaching group we were very proud to see 
some of the more experienced boys taking the new players aside at trainings and trying to help with skills and technique. 
It certainly let us know that we were doing something right.

Our players in no particular order:

•	 Darcy	Saunders	–	Darcy	had	a	quieter	season	this	time	around.	In	previous	seasons	he	had	this	killer	instinct	to	
demolish whatever or whoever had the ball. This season he focused more on his ball skills and game smarts. He 
made huge improvements in team play and always gave his all when competing for the ball. Well Done Darcy!

•	 London	Masters	–	London	was	one	of	our	new	players.	He	rolled	up	with	very	little	footy	knowledge	but	had	an	
enormous drive to get out there and run around with the boys. He was willing to learn, and we could all see that from 
his fantastic listening and commitment to training correctly. Improvement was imminent and it wasn’t long before 
he was chasing the ball hard, tackling harder and reaping the rewards. London improved his hand and foot skills 
enormously from start to finish and I commend him on his great efforts. Awesome job London!

•	 Harry	Wilson	–	Another	young	lad	who	came	from	a	neighbouring	club	to	play	with	his	mates.	He	brought	some	
fancy footwork and some great ball skills with him which was a great boost for the team. Harry is a great team player 
and was always one to help a teammate in need. His quick skills and eye for the goals helped our team through the 
season win a few games on his own boot. Harry is a great player and had a load of fun this season. Great Effort Harry!

•	 Jackson	Buchanan	–	Jackson	was	a	great	input	into	our	team	this	year.	Last	year	he	had	conflicting	commitments	
with his other sporting love in Lacrosse, but this year he committed to us for the entirety of the season. He improved 
his team play across the field and helped greatly to control packs and cause stoppages when needed. His ability to 
read the ball of the ruck is fantastic and with good pickups and quick hands was able to give us a great running start 
to most play. We all thank Jackson for the effort and commitment he put in this season. Well Done Jackson!

•	 Noah	Webb	–	Noah	was	new	to	us	this	season.	He	is	a	well-built	lad	with	some	great	height	which	was	beneficial	
to our stocks as we were looking to have a “short” team at on point. Noah had some work to do on his hand-eye 
coordination and being quicker with the ball. We worked evenly throughout the year on fitness, routine, training 
techniques and just being a bit more agro at the ball. When we had gotten toward the end of the season, Noah had 

learnt how to hold himself on the field and make his own space from his competitor. We were very impressed with his 
grown knowledge for the game over the season and hope that continues for years to come. Fantastic Effort Noah!

•	 Charlie	Whitelock	–	Charlie	was	another	new	kid	to	the	squad.	When	he	came	to	us,	we	could	tell	straight	away	the	
he was a fun kid. Loved having a laugh with the boys and fooling around, his footy skills on the other hand certainly 
weren’t up to scratch. We worked hard on Charlie all season to improve his game and put his body over the ball and 
own it when he wanted it. Charlie know has grown his footy knowledge, bettered his skills and grown in confidence 
to take on just about any situation on the field. In my opinion, Charlie was most improved in our team this season. 
Amazing effort Charlie! Continue to learn and grow into a great player.

•	 Harry	Waterson-Chappell	–	Harry	was	a	stalwart	from	the	previous	year.	A	solid	young	lad	with	plenty	of	potential	and	
good footy smarts. Harry is the ultimate teammate, always there to back you up, always looking to pass it to you, 
always there to celebrate the goal afterwards. In any passage of play you could just about bet Harry had touched it 
once if not twice. Another awesome season from you Harry. Well Done!

•	 Maxi	McLeod	–	Maxi,	need	I	say	more.	The	young	fella	has	a	personality	that	could	make	Cruella	De	Ville	smile	and	
laugh. Maxi is a super enthusiastic young man with great tackling ability. If he had his eyes locked on a target, they’d 
better run. He has grown his skillset and ability over the past 2 seasons and instilled them into his game each and 
every week. Well done Maxi on a wonderful season!

•	 Lenny	Kilworth	–	What	can	I	say	about	this	bloke.	Great	personality,	amazing	player,	fantastic	skills	and	can	run	
bloody fast! Lenny was new to us this season but brought his amazing football brain and skillset with him which 
was warmly welcomed. I would go as far to say that Lenny won some games off his own boot this season. He could 
turn a game on its nose in the blink of an eye. When he did something special, all the boys grew in confidence, they 
all picked up their games and started playing better. This young lad has a great career ahead of him if he continues 
down the football path, that I am sure. Amazing season Lenny and congratulations on winning the Tim McClelland 
Award!

•	 Charlie	McGinty	–	Charlie	is	a	tall,	strong	player	with	great	marking	ability	and	tackle	pressure.	When	you	get	tackled	
by this guy, you sure know it. He was a solid performer all season and was another candidate for the Tim McClelland 
Award just missing out by a few votes. Charlie is a smart player with good peripheral vision that can command 
attention around the ball. With his build and his aggression over the ball he was nearly unstoppable once the ball 
was in his hand. I look forward to seeing where Charlie can take his football over the coming years. Well done on a 
tremendous season Charlie!

•	 Jackson	Gadd	–	Jackson	was	one	of	our	smaller	guys	this	year.	Size	didn’t	matter	to	him	though	as	he	ran	circles	
around his competitors making them look silly while making himself look great. His silky skills and great footy brain 
helped him push the ball forward when needed most and contribute well to his team. His attitude towards his 
teammates and the cause was always a standout throughout the year. Another great season Jacko!

•	 Jasper	Mijat	–	Jasper	is	a	fantastic	team	player	with	great	skills	to	boot.	Jasper	played	great	footy	at	the	beginning	of	
the season though halfway through, he came together with a dishwasher which ended with him in a sling with broken 
arm. Jasper is a very consolidated player with sound ball usage being one of his specialties. Bad luck on the arm 
Jasper but looking forward to watching you get back after it next year!

•	 Harry	Hume	–	Another	Harry,	another	solid	player	that	bolstered	our	team	throughout	the	year.	With	a	“low”	centre	
of gravity to help with his amazing speed and skills, Harry showed spectacular ball handling and why he was the 
previous winner of the Tim McClelland Award the previous year. For a short stature, this young man could certainly 
perform in the air and if he didn’t win that, he would fight hard to make amends. Harry is one to watch for the future 
and will keep the opposition guessing for years to come. Fantastic season Harry!

•	 Sam	Caltieri	–	Little	Sam	was	a	great	inclusion	into	the	team.	Though	I	think	this	year	was	a	little	quieter	than	the	
previous, Sam’s never give in attitude towards the game he loves shone through and with the reaped the rewards. 
Sam was deadly in front of goal and could be likened to a young Eddie Betts. Choosing predominantly to go with a 
snap or check-side to get the 6 points. Sam was a great contributor towards our team and I would have him in my 
side any day of the week. Well Done Sam and keep working towards your goals!

•	 Cohen	Myers	–	Last	but	not	least,	The	Candyman,	Mr	Personality,	our	smallest	competitor	on	the	field	but	with	the	
biggest smile, Cohen could not be missed. With his never-ending enthusiasm and great attitude towards the game, 
Cohen was always exciting to watch. He could turn a bad situation to good in the blink of an eye. If there was a pile 
of ten kids on top of the ball, somehow Cohen would burst out of the pack, ball in hand, smile on face and striding 
towards the big sticks all while giving a sneaky “dusty” fend of to his tailing opponent. Always an absolute pleasure to 
have around and a fantastic team player. Fantastic season once again Cohen!

I would like to thank the coaching staff that helped me throughout the year, ready these young boys for their games and 
help instil some football knowledge into these sponges with legs. Between Jake Leonard, Brett Krueger and myself, I 
think we did a great job with the boys over the past season and have prepared them for the upcoming “full ground and 
tackling” game which is Under 10’s Footy.

UNDER 9 RED: 
Coached by:  

Chris McGinty
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Another season done and dusted and what a year it has been, new players, playing on a full-size ground and SCORING.

It was a joy to see so many boys turn up for pre-season, the excitement of catching up with mates and getting the balls 
out for a kick and run around. 

With all 16 boys returning we welcomed 3 boys into the fold.

Josh Prest who played U10 last season wanted to play with his school mates and made an immediate impact to the 
group.

Henry Robinson joined the club, also making an impact adding some extra height helping to fill some key positions on 
the ground.

Indiana Chivers played U8 and spent the next season travelling around the country, rejoined the club after the first round 
and improved every week to become an important part of the team.

Well done to all our returning players,

Pat Duffy: Little bloke with a big heart, always up for the challenge, evasive and uses the ball well, tenacious and loves 
taking down the biggest kids on the ground without fear.

Will Inglese: One of our go to players who has been very consistent all season. Great decision maker and selfless, brings 
his teammates into the game.

Ben Hales: Had a fantastic season thriving on the extra space to use his pace, played some fantastic games through the 
midfield especially his 50th. 

Liam Walsh: Built again on the previous season, excelled when playing on the wing and continues to develop all the 
time.

Henry James: Worked hard every game weather in the ruck or providing options forward, developed well making sure he 
was working across the ground to be in the right position.

Thomas Robertson: Found his groove when playing forward and providing an option for his teammate up the field, 
picked up from where he finished off last season against Warrandyte

Ben Nicholls: Took a couple games to get going, once he blew out the cobwebs he was away, excellent in the ruck, up 
forward was a real target and strong overhead.

Josh Pest: No doubt has a big heart and is super keen to compete, reads the ball well and was instrumental in many of 
our midfield attacks winning it in close and getting out to our runners. Strong over head and reads the play well.

Xavier Noonan: If ever someone was going to thrive on getting out on the big field it was going to be Gus, either busting 
the lines from half back, driving it forward from the wing or kicking goals bursting from packs Xavier is a real handful for 
the opposition.

Elliot Davis: Had a great season roaming the forward line, found himself in the right spot through hard work and getting 
to the front. Size doesn’t matter in Elliot’s case as he is willing to get in and under when the ball is in dispute.

Kai Wachter: Had a staggered start to the season but once he got a few consecutive games under his belt Kai was able 
to show us his talent, Kai’s strength around the contest to open up the game for his teammate was invaluable.

Julian Nicholls: Came on towards the latter part of the season as his confidence grew, culminating in a super 
performance against Beverley Hills, he was getting to better positions where he found himself being able to impact the 
game.

Angus Hales: You never have to worry about Angus’s effort, every week he is up and about, A couple times during the 
season we had to fill the spot in deep defense, and it was Angus who we turned to. When up forward Angus’s endeavor 
and determination ensured the opposition wasn’t getting away from his grasp easily. Well done one your 50th game and 
playing a super game to celebrate.

Ryan Radle: Worked hard on getting in front and being in the right position, used the ball well finding teammates with his 
field kicking that has improved significantly.

UNDER 10 RED: 
Coached by:  

Damien Noonan
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Parents Supporting Kids

Also, I’d like to thank my Team Manager in Ebbony Myers for the amazing efforts she put in all year preparing all the 
behind the scenes stuff that happens in club footy. 

Finally, I’d like to thank all the parents, grandparents, friends and family that came and supported the boys each and 
every week. They all play better when they know someone is watching and granddad is making deals of $2 per goal 
kicked for the day. It created such a good atmosphere to play in.
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Indiana Chivers: From his first game back to his last Indi was improving all the time, Indi learnt a lot this season and you 
could see his growth, really enjoyed seeing him apply himself each week and watch how he gained confidence to see 
him getting in and mixing it up around the ball.

James Fortington: Another consistent performer, James was a regular contributor throughout the season working hard 
especially when playing in defense, James consistency and reliability ment when we needed to cover a position James 
was one, we could turn to.

Henry Robinson: New to the club Henry quickly showed he was going to be a handy player. Robbo found his feet quickly 
working with the midfield, rucking well around the ground, solid in defense across half back and up forward providing 
marking power. Hope you enjoyed your first season Robbo and hope to see you back.

Oliver Lanza: Another 50 game celebration with Ollie turning on one of his great games, Ollie sees the game unfold 
quickly and is one step ahead at times, can always count on him doing something special…when in defense Ollie is as 
determined as anyone not to be beaten.

Darcy Noonan: Played injured for the first 4 games but wanted to play to make sure he got to play his 50 games with 
his brother, Darcy had a very consistent season and looks to be a natural leader, loves the physical side of the game as 
much as using his kicking skills that gives his team mates every opportunity to mark out in front.

Moving onto the season

Mark & I had been talking all through summer (more me probably annoying him) about how we were going to transition 
the boys from zones into playing on a full-size ground, ideas around learning ground positioning, learning how to read 
the play and position yourself to be in the best spot weather being up forward presenting as an option, in defense to 
stop your opponent and then attack once in possession or the midfield working out where to be at ball ups and building 
the wall.

All the things we had worked on the last 2 seasons had all been in preparation for the big step. Fun Fast Football & Get 
it-Give-it-Go had been drilled into the boys and simplicity of team first game play where if you look after your teammate 
they would look after you & give it to the next person in a better position or who is free, were the fundamentals of this 
transition. 

With these basic principals in place we could now focus on learning the positions and structure of full ground footy, how 
to transition the ball by moving it quickly, wheel and go and kick to space, (kick to the box), no busting tackles or trying 
to burst through packs but to keep the ball moving through quick hands to the outside and then break away and kick to 
the space.  

The message for the season was going to be kept simple and built upon from previous seasons. If you are playing in 
front of the ball you are on the line (between the ball and the goal), if you are behind the ball then you protect the line and 
build the wall. It didn’t take long for the boys to be able to pick up this simple game structure and with the foundation 
set from previous seasons the boys became a well drilled and formidable group.

It was going to be a new adventure from playing the same teams in U8 & 9 to being graded in sections, the boys would 
be coming up against new sides and stronger teams. So, it was going to be exciting to see how they would go. Starting 
in Brown section the boys had 2 big wins and a couple close games, with their last grading game coming from 26 points 
down at ¼ time to get up and win by 4 in one of the boys most determined efforts against Hawthorn Citz B who we 
would end up playing 3 times all at their ground. The boys must have enjoyed the ground as we had a 100% strike rate 
there.

Moving into Gold section our first game was against our old foes Beverley Hills and the boys where keen to make a 
good impression moving up sections and wanting to impress, with the boys winning a close game by 7 points their 
confidence was sky high, with their effort strong and working together they began to build a reputation of a hard working 
physical inside team who had the pace to exploit the opposition once in control and could move the ball with speed and 
precision.

Round 6 was another hard fought victory by 10 points and round 7 against Glen Iris was a little one sided due to Glen 
Iris having many boys at church, we had a few of the Sharks play for the opposition, what was really impressive was that 
we had a few volunteer to go and put on the Gladiators colors. I think they wanted to lay some tackles on their Sharks 
teammates.

Round 8 was a big day for a couple Sharks boys with Darcy & Xavier Noonan being our first 50 game players for the 
season and coming up against ladder leader and fellow undefeated side Hawthorn Citizens D. The entire side had been 
talking all week about not letting their team mates down on their 50th and wanting to take on and defeat the Citzs. What 
a great game and yet again when the game was on the line and in the balance the boys collectively dug deep and got 
over the top of the Hawks.

Their coach was quite forthcoming with his praise on how the boys played with him saying how his players where 
shocked at the tackling intensity, relentless pressure and physicality around the contest. A theme often spoken about 
from opposition coaches all season, not to mention the fluid ball movement once in control. Hence many close margins 
through out the season mainly due to the opposition not being able to compete as hard for as long.

With a 13 point victory the boys had done what they set out to do for their team mates and take home the chocolates.

With the boys knocking over the Citzs they had now become the hunted with everyone else trying to knock them over, 
what was pleasing was the boys never stopped working and doing the important things that made them a solid cohesive 
group, all keen to see their teammate do well and celebrate each other’s success.  They played hard but in good spirit 
and never outside the rules of the game and with absolute integrity. 

Round 9 was another close game against Kew Comets with a couple goals separating the sides at the end of the day 
and a 16-point win against a strong Ashburton side the week after.

Round 11 was another important day for 3 boys, Angus and Ben Hales along with Oliver Lanza all joining the 50 game 
gang. With a fired-up group of sharks boys who had just destroyed another banner distributing the remains all over the 
ground super keen to do the right thing and make sure the boys got to sing the song on their special day. A sing the 
song they did with an emphatic 41-point victory over the Heidelberg Tigers.

Round	12	just	around	the	corner	at	Zerbes	taking	on	Beverley	Hills	in	our	local	derby	or	Springvale	Road	Over	pass	
battle. The boys again got the better of the Lions with the help of Lenny Kilworth (U9) and Flynn Milton (U8) filling the 
breach and performing with distinction knocking them over by 24 points.

With our last home and away game, the boys turned on their most dominant performance kicking 12 Goals 20 Behinds 
to completely dominate Hawthorn Citz B with Xavier kicking 7 in a best on field performance. The radio was turned up 
on the way home that day. 

It was an impressive display of teamwork and disciplines to hold their structure all game with no lapses and 100% effort 
and concentration for 4 quarters. 

Final round of the season was the lightening premiership, the boys won 2 of their 3 games to miss out on the final but 
enjoyed the day and a fun way to end the year. All be it a bit wet and cold but some great performances battling away on 
a very big ground.

Interesting day where you learn about what score boards can do to peoples psyche when something is on the line, 
never knew that the tall poppy syndrome works its way down to U10 footy, with every team yelling and cheering for 
the opposition to beat the boys… WOW I never knew how important it was to just want a group a kids to fail and not 
applaud and recognize good play by all KIDS on all sides.

Our parents who at all times throughout the season supported and recognized good play by all kids giving it their all and 
trying their hardest to be the best they can. Great representatives of the Sharks and roles models in sportsmanship to 
the boys.

Well done boys on a super season and playing the game with enthusiasm, the growth by all has been exceptional, you 
should all be proud of your effort, improvement and the way you all respect the oppositions umpires and each other. 

Special Thanks to Mark Inglese our assistant coach, working one on one with the boys at training and ensuring they 
have lots of fun and taking notes every game. 

Jo Hales: Taking over from Neil Nicholls as Team Manager and doing a great job keeping everything running smoothly.

Dan Radle: Going from trainer to team runner keeping the boys on track and making sure the boys stay focused each 
week out on the field.

Jill Duffy: Team trainer, looking after the boys if they got injured, picking them up and giving them some TLC.

Damian Walsh and Mark Duffy as stand in runners throughout the season

Bryson Hales running boundary most weeks.

Everyone who helped each week and made the season a success and very enjoyable to be part of.

Hope to see you all again next season

Cheers 

Noons
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Firstly, congrats to award winners below and all the boys on a stellar season

BnF Equal 1st: Coby & Luca

BnF 2nd: Hudson

BnF Equal 3rd: Alex & Arlo

Most improved: Hunter

Coaches award: Cormac
After a nervous start to the season being beaten comprehensively in our grading games, I was preparing myself for a 
very long season! Fortunately, we found ourselves in a grade where we could be competitive. After a couple of narrow 
defeats early on the boys clicked into gear winning 5 of their last 8 games of the season & winning 2 of their 3 lightning 
premiership games. To say there was an improvement would be an understatement!

After the early losses Luke & I implemented a very simple game plan which the boys took on board and made a big 
difference to our season. I would consider the season a successful one on the back of the improvement of the team. I 
was extremely grateful for the assistance of numerous people throughout the season who made my role a lot easier:

Luke Ottens ~ Luke was more of a co-coach than assistant. His patience & calmness around the boys gave them great 
reassurance around the ground & his football smarts make him an asset to the club.

Kendall Cordes ~ Kendall was a reluctant team manager gently coerced into the role by me! Like anything Kendall does 
it’s not in half measures & this role was no exception. She was exceptionally well organised & made my life very easy 
(except when she came near coach’s box).

Gerry Moore & Sam Phelan who alternately ran boundary for us through the year. A thankless task especially when 
you’re trying to watch your own children play

Gio Troiani ~ goal umpired every week rain hail or shine

Nasi Georgostathis ~ our resident highly skilled first aid man & trainer

To all the other parents who contributed also a big thank you & for all their support and encouragement as it certainly 
gave me confidence in my role.

Last but certainly not least a big thank you to the kids. Thanks boys for turning up at training & giving your all on game 
days. I hope you had a bit of fun along the way & learned a few new skills. You’re a ripper bunch of boys! 

UNDER 10 BLACK: 
Coached by:  
Chris Lynch
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We started pre-season in January with some new equipment and 4-5boys just enjoying a kick again. By the time 
Febuary came around we had 10-15 boys and a handful of dads all enjoying the sun and watching their boys get 
amongst it.

Once formal pre-season training began, it was the first time our club in under 11’s had to grade our players. Difficult at 
first but necessary to have our boys gaining confidence in there own skin. After much deliberation we had our red team 
and it was now time to win some footy games to be allegeable for Gold division, big task but we new we had done the 
work. Bang 4 weeks in and we had the go-ahead to mix it with the best in under 11 Gold division.

We had a well oiled machine with Ben K as assistant/coach and a runner Sean M who filtered some of the best 
messages to our boys who understood exactly what the coaches wanted. Brett Hall was the trainer for just about the 
whole season and did a fine job. Mark spider Hammo looked sharp running the boundary and the throw inns were a 
sight to watch all year.

With out doubt having two absolute gun team managers in Rachel Fisher and Julie Brown, our team was ran brilliantly 
with little or no fuss. Huge thank you must go to all parents who filled all the support roles form goal umpiring, water 
carrier, collecting money for something and of course Megan K for the oranges/snakes that the boys enjoyed each and 
every week.

As coaches we saw first hand so much improvement in each of our boys. From the smaller ones to the bigger bodied 
player, everyone had and was given a role to play. We felt once we started playing the better teams in the comp, a lot 
of the boys learnt what it takes mentally and physically to challenge the best of the best. We have been so proud of 
our boys this season who made there first final and big steps to be a great team! Even better that two of our boys got 
recognised	in	the	YJFL	best	players	for	the	league	in	our	age	group.	Zac	A	and	Logan	R	finished	8th	&	9Th,	a	brilliant	
effort. Just quietly I think most of our boys deserved to be there in my opinion..

The best plays of the year started with great ruck work and electric midfield mastery which left a lot of the sides we 
played scratching there heads wondering WOW what a side!

Well done to all of our most improved and coaches awards, the best and fairest was such a tight contest all year and is a 
credit to the boys who improved there mind, bodies and skills to standout. 

If any parents wanted to speak with me on how there son’s went this season, I would welcome your call 0412 809 725

 

UNDER 11 RED: 
Coached by:  
Daniel Bullen
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It was great to take the reins from Arthur Antonellos this season and embark on coaching an awesome group of young 
men. It all started with pre-season training at Holy Spirit, before moving to Colman Reserve on the eve of the first game. 
Eight boys joined the team this season, namely Will Laurence, Granger Wheatley, Danny Tasca, Noah Di Grazia, Jonah 
Riggall, Floyd Dahmen, Christian McCarten and Jack Newman, and it was wonderful to have them all on board. It was 
also great to secure Steve Fry as Assistant Coach. Steve has a good ‘footy brain’ and similar thoughts on where we 
needed to focus our coaching efforts.

I could only categorise the grading period as ‘character building’ as we played significantly more developed teams. 
Things settled down after grading, and week by week the boys became more competitive and really embraced our 6 
team rules:

1. Listen

2. Support and Encourage each other

3. Talk, Talk, Talk (on the ground)

4. Effort (no matter what the score)

5. Play in Front

6. Enjoy your Footy

A strong focus on effort, contested work and teaching the boys to win their own footy yielded some positive results, and 
with that, the boys were rewarded with a finals birth. Whilst we didn’t get the result in the first final, the boys played their 
best game for the season. The coaches and parents couldn’t have been prouder of their effort, hard running, contesting 
and desperate tackling. Tears from numerous boys after the game proved it really did mean something to them.

As we look forward to next season, we now have a team of boys with an improved ability to consistently win their own 
footy. The next key area of development is skills, skills, skills. I will continue to tell each boy the things they need to 
focus on to ensure their footy further develops next season and beyond. 

Now for the award winners.

1st B&F – Albie De Rooden
Albie had an absolutely outstanding and consistent breakout season. Albie has good skills, but his footy is underpinned 
by his passion, determination, effort, appetite for the contest, ability to win his own footy and savage tackling. Albie 
consistently showed great leadership through his actions on the field and was subsequently rewarded with the captaincy 
in our final. Albie’s season was also capped off with his 6th place at the YJFL League Best and Fairest Awards.

2nd B&F – Gabe Italiano 
In only his second season of footy, Gabe took his game to another level this season. Gabe is a wonderful competitor 
and athlete. He is extremely coachable and is an exceptionally versatile player who competes well in any position on the 
ground.  Gabe also has a unique ability to ‘keep his feet’ in the contest and never fall over. I encourage Gabe to keep 
working on his kicking so he can take his game to another level next season.

3rd B&F – Jonah Riggall 
It was a great effort for Jonah to finish 3rd in the B&F in his first season at the ‘Sharks’. Jonah is an exceptionally 
talented player who has all the attributes to take his footy a long, long way. His kicking, marking, tackling, speed and 
unique ability to consistently gather the ball cleanly below his knees are as good as I’ve seen at this age level. Improved 
consistency will help Jonah take his game to another level next season.

Coaches Award – Ned Smith 
Ned also had a wonderfully consistent season. Ned possesses good skills, reads the play exceptionally well (particularly 
in the backline), has an appetite for the contest and always competes hard. In addition, Ned also demonstrates great 
leadership qualities. He is extremely coachable, mature for his years, team oriented and loyal to his mates.  

UNDER 11 BLACK: 
Coached by:  

Brad Motteram
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Most Improved – Danny Tasca 
Danny was new to the team this season and it’s been great to see his improvement, development and confidence grow 
with every game he played. It was a pleasure to coach Danny and uncover some of his natural footy attributes. Danny’s 
running ability, tackling (one of the best tacklers in the team), competitive nature and ability to win his own footy made 
him a very solid and reliable defender. Danny also became extremely effective on the wing as the season progressed. 
Keep working on your skills Danny and we will see further development next season.  

It	was	also	great	to	see	the	12	boys	play	their	50th	games	throughout	the	season.	Congratulations	to	Zane	Stephens,	
Ned Smith, Lachie Motteram, Tom Bryant, Albie De Rooden, Harvey Fry, Will Fortington, Kai Knight, Felix Hattwich, Will 
Torner, Isaac Di Donato and Josh Bettiol. I look forward to many more games from each of you.

Coaching 24 boys can be handful at times, so help and support from parents is critical. I’d like to thank all the parents 
for their help at different times, but in particular the following parents for their wonderful support throughout the entire 
season:

- Steve Fry - Assistant Coach

- Nicole Fry – Team Manager (very organised and did an exceptional job) 

- Leigh Bryant – Runner

- Anita Dahmen, Andy Fortington, Sue Smith and Melinda Motteram – Trainers

- Paul Stephens and Stuart Elliot – Boundary Umpires

I’d also like to thank Jeff Innes, Seb Di Grazia, Chris Wheatley, Leigh Bryant, Paul Stephens and Chris Hume for their 
help at training throughout the season. 

As a coach, it’s been really rewarding seeing the boys develop individually and grow as a team.

Enjoy the break and I hope to see everyone back next season.

Cheers and Go Sharks!
Brad Motteram

Best and Fairest

1st: Mason Harvie

2nd: Henry Milton

3rd: Lucas Nicholls and Felix Killworth (equal)

Most Improved: Max Beach

Coaches Award: Lachlan Dickson 
U/12 Red had another enjoyable season where we developed our game play, played footy with our mates and had fun!  
We were second for most of the year, winning most of our games comfortably and losing the odd close game. In the last 
round of the year we were knocked down to third place and lost our one and only final in slightly disappointing fashion. 
We were 7 goals down at half time but were able to rally in the last half and get a good run going but ultimately lost by 4 
points. A great response from the boys, but it also left us wondering what happened early on. 

We lost a few players from the previous year to the blacks and to retirements, but we also welcomed some new players 
and their parents to the team.  Will Tsoukatos and Austin Foxwell joined the squad, taking it to 19 players, and both 
boys made a massive impact to our team and showcased their skills during numerous games. With a small squad of 19 
we had several boys fill in for us on occasions and we thank them for that, particularly Will Inglese and Josh Prest. We 
started pre-season earlier this year and introduced some running into our program, something that we will do more of 
next year. Our game style changed a bit during the year. We seemed to move away from a contented possession side to 
more of an outside, hard running and free flowing side. While this served us well during the home and away, perhaps it 
let us down in finals and tough contests. This is something we will need to improve next year if we want to take the next 
step. Some improved set-ups and more disciple and adherence to these structures will also see the team improve. Be 
ready for training boys!

Once again we started the year without a team manager but we were very lucky when Arthur stepped up, no mean feat 
considering his son Will is new to the club. Thanks to Arthur (and Marissa when she stepped in) for doing a great job, 
they were extremely organized, dealt with any issues that arose and made match days run very smoothly. Another big 
thank-you goes to our assistant coach Grant Milton, who is so passionate about the boys and the team. His half time 
speeches are legendary and they always give the boys the lift they need. He is ready to take over next year.

A final thank-you goes to all the parents who helped out with the running of the side during the year. 

Mark Allan was our runner, always in his yellow shorts, and delivered the messages faster than Australia Post.  Dougall 
Dickson and Shelly Beach were our trainers again for 2019, and had to deal with some serious injuries this year that 
required more than a hug and a snake. Their professionalism was top notch! Also to be thanked are our boundary 
umpires Tony Nicholls and Kelvin Drummond. There were a few games this year in torrential rain and hail, not to mention 
the cold, and these guys never complain nor get thanked. So thanks! Thanks to Mark Leonard who carried the water 
for the boys and to Rob Bridger who was our AFL approved goal umpire. Finally, a thank-you to all the other parents 
who filled the numerous other roles of time keeper, umpires escort, ground manager, doing the votes and bringing the 
snakes/oranges.  The season was so enjoyable and smooth because we have a fantastic bunch of parents, and boys, 
who are all very positive and willing to help. The boys, and the coaches, says thanks! We will be back again next year 
with a new coach and hopefully can take the next step.

UNDER 12 RED: 
Coached by:  

Rob SetteS C R E E N H O U S E
S C R E E N  P R I N T I N G
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After a year to forget last year we started pre-season fresh and full of hope. Down on numbers during pre-season the 
boys worked hard on and off the field. They chatted to their mates at school and before we knew it, we were back up to 
22 players.

So, this year we welcomed 4 new players to the shark family – Ethan, Lachy, Charlie & Kenny. All 4 boys fitted in 
perfectly, developed well and enjoyed their footy and being part of the team.

The club development policy is one that everyone has an option on, and it works in different ways for each age group. 
We said goodbye to Ozzie who went to the red team to continue his development and we welcomed 3 guys who 
blended	seamlessly	into	the	black	team	from	red.	Right	from	the	start	Zac,	Bruce	and	Max	worked	well	with	the	boys	
and thru the year really developed their footy and had big influences in the games. So, I’m happy to say that I feel we 
got it exactly right this time.

In my eyes, our year was a great success. Every player improved, the boys always had smiles on their faces and had 
fun playing footy with their mates, new and old. And, thru shear hard work, belief and encouragement these young men 
made it to finals. While they didn’t come up trumps they battled to the very last minute and never gave up.

The vote count was very interesting, with quite an even spread with every player receiving at some stage during the year.

B&F Winner – Fletcher CAMERON 
Fletch has come a long way this year and really started to mature as a player and a person. He loves his footy and just 
being around his mates. Fletch is the sort of guy who challenges you to think about how you coach different kids. I’ve 
learnt a lot from this kid… and how to communicate.

Fletch loves to Run, has great skills and really attacks the ball.

Runner Up – Tom McDIARMID
Over the last 3 years since coming to the club with his brothers Tom has developed a real thirst for football. Last year 
Tom won the most improved and I wrote “Watch this space, because with a bit more skill work Tom has all the attributes 
to go one step further and be a B&F winner”.

Tom is Super quick across the ground and leaves the opposition in his dust. He reads the ball well and sets ups a lot of 
our forward movements either from the half back line or from the middle. Tom is developing into a very good footballer 
and o hope he continues to learn and enjoy his footy.

Equal - 3rd Place – Harrison READ 
I’m really pleased for this young fella. The quiet achiever who politely goes about his business and just gets the job 
done. Harry is a fierce competitor when the ball is in his area. Harry’s tackling is his great strength as he puts huge 
pressure on the opposition, also a great kick of the ball and has done all the groundwork to continue to be a very good 
footballer. When Harry is on there is no one better.

Equal - 3rd Place – Cruz ARIFOVIC
I am so pleased to for this guy in only his second year of football. Cruz has improved out of sight. A late inclusion this 
season as he wasn’t sure if he was going to play but I’m so glad he did. Cruz worked extremely hard at training and on 
game day, did a lot of practise with his skills and all his hard work has been rewarded. Probably would have been most 
improved if it was for this outstanding result.

Another one who is quick across the ground, plays with passion and has kicked a few goals thru the year.

Most Improved – Archie JAMES
This was a very interesting award to judge this year as I feel all 22 guys have shown improvement this year.

This young man has shouldered a lot of responsibility this year, asked to play big roles around the ground and insert his 
physical presents on the opposition players. His intercept skills have been outstanding, tackling furious and his ability 
to keep his feet in a pack situation has seen him clear the ball time and time again. Archie has a big presence on the 
ground and its fantastic to see him enjoying his football.

UNDER 12 BLACK: 

Coached by:  

Michael James
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Coaches Award – Max NICHOLLS 
This young man is an absolute pleasure to have in the team. 

If you had 20 guys like this young man coaching would be the easiest gig in town.

Listens intently to instructions and works so hard not to let you down both in the game and at training.

Started the season super fit and never looked back. Along with his mates he took on the challenge of fitting into the 
black team and being able to develop his football with confidence.

Max worked extremely hard all year on his skills, kicked a few goals thru the year including the match winner against 
Ashburton. Thank Max, its been awesome having you in the team.

This year has been a very enjoyable year. Its all about the boys going out there running around with their mates and 
having fun and if they are enjoying what they do the boys will take ownership of their development.

I’d like to acknowledge the club/committee for working so hard with the league to make sure we had the chance to play 
in red division where we could develop and have fun.

Laura and Cam Thanks for putting your hand up and being a great team manager you guys make a great team and your 
support this year has been fantastic and greatly appreciated.

To all the parent helpers for the year for putting your hands up to do the various roles and for supporting your sons, 
being positive and watching them grow. Mike for being runner every week, Nick F running the boundary, Nick R for 
looking after the umpires and Sarah as goal umpire.

I’d like to thank Matt for giving up his time to pass on his knowledge and love for the game while still completing his 
schooling and achieving his own footballing goals. Well done Matt you set a fine example and having been rewarded 
with a colt’s premiership and a position in the YJFL Team of the YEAR.

On the back of all this I would love to take the opportunity to say “Well done boys” on building mateship, making the 
most of what you have and learning to never give up. There is no doubt that it has been a tough year and as I said at the 
end of the last game “there will come a time when you look back and appreciate how good winning is because times 
winning can be hard work and take a lot of effort!!!”

Also, a huge thank you to the boys for continuing to have fun and enjoy their footy and be awesome.

And lastly, to Wendy for being an awesome and very understanding wife but also for listening and giving me space to 
enjoy the privilege of coaching.

I’m looking forward to next year and helping all of you develop and grow while continuing to enjoy our footy.

Go Sharks
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BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the boys on a wonderful season.

1st:  Josh Galstians

2nd:  Josh Smillie

3rd:  Andy Holt

Most Improved Award:  Flynn Hutchinson

Coach’s Award:  Ollie Neitz
From our very first pre-season training, it was easy to see that this is a group of boys who were keen to go one step 
further, and to win the Premiership.

They trained with skill, commitment and passion.

We based our training, pre-season and indeed the season, on three aspects;

COURAGE DISCIPLINE RESPECT
In reality, these were already three foundations of the way in the which the boys played, and their attitude towards 
themselves and the opposition.

We had a very inconsistent start to the season, winning and losing a couple of close games, and then perhaps for the 
first time ever for this group, being absolutely smashed in one game. This was very much a hard wake up call for the 
team and the coaching staff, but in the long term, did and will prove to be of benefit.

We made a greater focus on structures, and developed a game style that relied more than on just winning the ball. We 
were able to counter attacks and have a defensive mindset when needed.

There is no doubt that the standard of opposition and the game style is very high when playing Gold.  An injury to a 
player, if individuals aren’t having their best game, if things don’t go as planned…games can very quickly be lost.

It was only in our last few games that we had our full team on the field, and then we were as good if not better than any 
team, as proven when we knocked off the top team in the 3rd last round. If we had have made finals, we had the skill 
and attitude to go ‘all the way”. But as we all know, should have and could have are two wasted words.

This was probably not the season we hoped for results-wise….but hopefully, as a team, we’ve learnt a bit…and more 
importantly had fun.

These are a ripper, passionate group of boys with whom it’s been a pleasure to share the season….…not sure what the 
2020 season will bring coaching and team wise…but this has certainly been a footy season to saviour…..

Most importantly, as a team, with their commitment throughout pre-season…with their resilience during some tough 
times, with the way they overcame injuries, with some very close losses, and because of their relentless spirit and 
attitude throughout the last 6 months…the boys deserved to play finals but it wasn’t to be…however, as we mentioned 
as we approached our last game…. There are No Regrets.

Thank you to the boys for their involvement throughout the season;

Dan A, a genuine quiet achiever, and no nonsense on-baller; Lachie D, a nippy forward who improved as his health 
improved; Max, our swingman, who was  a strong mark up forward and back; Jack, a committed and clever footballer; 
Jake G, such a tough in and under player; Josh G, silky, a gun midfielder; Andy, an invaluable tough running ruck/CHB; 
Flynn, smallest player, biggest heart, nuggety lad who could play anywhere; Harley, likewise, courageous and invaluable, 
goal sneak and onballer; Will K, smart, skilful wingman able to find space; Ollie, our star ruckman, invaluable and a 
game changer; Sammy P, smart, lightning quick, skilful, plays anywhere; Quinny, the general up back, beautiful kick, 
super talented; Joel, another lad who runs, spreads and with his skills and courage, can play anywhere; Gabe, silky 
skills, pace, courageous mark, goal sneak;  Will T, solid as a rock up back, smart footballer;  Tymmsy, such courage, 
always first at it…invaluable;  Tom W, ‘Tippa’, great hands, lovely kick…; Rossi, injuries curtailed him, when fit, great 

lead, strong hands;  Josh S…the captain….superstar…..plays mid, forward, back…wherever needed. 

We finished one game out of the four…two games from second…no excuses…we just didn’t win enough games 
throughout the season, for a variety of reasons. But we could and did beat the teams above us, and had three games 
lost by 1 point, 4 points and 6 points respectively…. 

What a great lesson…play every game with intensity, and to your best.

What never faltered was the boys spirit, respect and  endeavour….both at training and during games.  

Thank you to all parents who supported and encouraged the boys and the coaching team throughout what was a 
challenging season at times…the boys are a credit to you.

Special thanks to;

•	 Matt	Tait,	our	Assistant	Coach,	for	his	leadership,	guidance,	humour	and	support

•	 Andrew	Dominko,	Team	Manager;	we	all	know	that	without	the	work	and	efforts	of	the	TM,	the	game	doesn’t	happen.

•	 Matt	Tymms,	Trainer…his	expertise	meant	that	we	always	knew	our	boys	welfare	and	care	was	being	looked	after

•	 Big	Al,	runner…what	a	rock	(looks	like	The	Rock	too)….huge	support	and	such	a	positive	influence.

•	 Previous	coach	Bevo,	who	has	laid	wonderful	life	and	footy	foundations	for	these	lads

•	 The	Park	Orchards	Committee,	for	providing	such	a	wonderful	opportunity	for	all	of	us	to	be	involved	at	such	a	 
 strong Club

•	 Nina	Foxwell,	who’s	work	with	the	Shark	Attack	and	Merchandise	is	invaluable	and	greatly	appreciated.

These boys love their footy; passion is such a weapon….they will certainly make their mark on our Club and the game

Thank you boys

Go Sharks

UNDER 13 RED: 
Coached by:  
Adam Kenny
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BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the boys on a wonderful season.

1st:  Kye Bertram

2nd:  Barathan Mahadeva

3rd:  Ollie Postill

Most Improved Award:  Bailey Wallace

Coach’s Award:  Oscar Bugler
We were able to retain all of our players from last season, 3 of our Team mates from 2018 went to the Red Team, we 
gained Nathan Draeger from the Red Team and we were fortunate to pick up Raph Lever from Healesville and Gerog 
Crea, late in the year from Eltham.  The 3 boys that were new to the Team made a great contribution and fitted in with 
the boys.

Off field we were well supported by Rathika Mahadeva as Team Manager.  This was Rathika’s first season as TM 
and she did a great job, very supportive, super organised and generous with her time.  Rod Bastin supported me as 
Assistant Coach.  Rod was fantastic all year, always thinking of new drills and focus area’s for us at training as well as 
doing a great job motivating the boys and encouraging them to keep persevering.  Trent Doherty was our runner and 
got plenty of exercise running out our instructions. Dan Van Winckel was again our trainer, with Anne Blaser filling in 
when ‘the Doc’ was unavailable.  The Vigo family again helped us through the year with Luca running the boundary line 
and Steve doing another great job as goal umpire. Many thanks to Glenn Postill (part time runner & boundary ump) and 
Steve Crea who also helped out with training.  Special thanks to all parents for helping fill the game day roles throughout 
the year, the Team has been well supported by our parents, always there to support their kids with encouragement, not 
to mention forking out for those flash expensive footy boots.

2019 was a challenging year for the boys.  Availability of players through the pre season was scant, we did have a core 
of around 9 boys who trained most weeks until the start of the season, practicing kicking, running and ball movement.  
With the remaining players unavailable, it meant the Team really did their pre season during the grading games, which 
was not ideal.  We got off to a slow start to the season as a result.  

Round 1 we were short a few players and played the top team with a howling breeze blowing at Stinton’s.  We went 
down by 11 goals.  A highlight was Raph Level slotting his first goal for the club in his first game.  Pleasingly this was the 
only game we were ‘pumped’ from a scoreboard point of view.  After this game we showed signs of improvement each 
week, we were competitive, but were unable to record a win early on.  We lacked a little bit of composure around the 
ball through the middle of the ground, we needed to improve our accountability in terms of defending our opposition and 
we lacked a bit of luck generally.  The way the draw fell, we played the medium to lower end teams early, whilst we were 
doing our ‘pre season’ and could not get a win against beatable opposition.  So the coaching group threw a challenge 
to the boys leading to the middle of the season when our run against the top teams was to begin.  We needed a more 
consistent effort and to show a real hunger for the ball.  We wanted to boys to take the game on and to play for each 
other.  The top teams would be underestimating us, so we had the element of surprise if we could pull it all together.

To the boys credit they really began to gel and play for each other, we gave the top 4 teams a real run for their money 
through the mid part of the season.  They were not expecting the attack on the footy that we brought to the game and 
we really tested these teams.  Again we struggled with continuity with our player availability, but despite this, we still 
managed to put in some great efforts.  Our ball movement in transition really improved and we really grew in stature as a 
side.

During the mid to back end of the season this was a real hallmark in terms of how we played and prepared each week.  
The boys slowly gained some confidence and started to improve their connection throughout the field.  Some of the 
best games we played were losses to the top teams, we fell agonisingly close to nailing a few of these teams.  But the 
highlight of the season was no doubt the win against Glen Iris.  We controlled the game for 4 quarters, our midfield 
won their battle, backline were tight and accountable and the forward line went nuts.  Sam Van Winckel kicked 5 goals 

UNDER 13 BLACK: 
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Justin Cahill

straight from full forward and helped create scoring opportunities for his team mates, a great individual contribution, but 
it would not be possible without the pressure up field from his team mates.

We had 3 boys play their 50th games for the Sharks, Kye Bertram, Josh Cahill and Max Mackey all reached the 
milestone games this year, we are due to celebrate a number of 100 game milestones next year.  We also had some 
boys who polled really well in the YDJFL voting, with Kye finishing 5th, Bara 6th, Ollie 8th & Adamo 11th. Well done 
boys.

Despite a challenging year from a wins point of view, the boys really came on in leaps and bounds and provided us with 
some great moments: 

•	 Connor	Bastin	was	a	bit	of	a	Mr.	Fix	It	for	us	early	playing	on	the	ball,	wing	or	where	ever	needed.		Had	some	good	
games in the middle of the season through the midfield, before pushing into the backline where he found his grove 
and provided some run.  Also went forward and hit the scoreboard for us.

•	 Kye	Bertram	had	another	great	year.	His	chase	down	tackles	are	a	real	feature	and	earnt	him	the	nickname	‘Killer’	
because of his ability to hunt the opposition.  He plays with courage and dare and played a great intercept role off 
half back and added some polish around the ball. Hit the scoreboard on a few occasions which was good for his 
confidence.

•	 Dan	Blaser	was	a	super	reliable	defender	for	us.		Gives	a	consistent	effort	each	week.		His	kicking	improved	100%	
over the summer which gave him some more confidence.  He used his body to advantage to protect the ball drop in 
marking contests and blocked and tackled like to true defender.

•	 Oscar	Bugler	spent	plenty	of	time	on	the	ball	and	on	the	half	forward	flank.	Hit	the	scoreboard	early	in	the	season,	
won plenty of his own footy and provided us with plenty of run. He’s a great mark for his size and has plenty of 
courage, his football really improved after last year, his first season.

•	 Joshua	Cahill	grew	1ft	over	the	offseason	which	saw	him	hold	down	CHF	and	then	a	mid	season	run	in	the	ruck.		
Played some great games using his size and frame to advantage around the packs and ruck contests. Started to 
clunk a few overhead marks around the ground. Kicked a great goal from CHF on the run after a great mark.

•	 Finn	Doherty	played	some	great	games.		Really	settled	in	well	at	HB,	was	accountable	and	also	provided	some	
run off half back.  His marking improved as did his kicking.  His courage and hardness around the ball was a real 
standard out. Laid some hard tackles and wore a few himself.  

•	 Ben	Jackson,	‘Jacko’	found	a	home	at	FB.		Was	fantastic	all	year.		Reads	the	ball	well	in	the	air,	attacks	the	footy,	
runs well for a big fella.  He wins a lot of 50/50 contests in the air and provides plenty of run off the last line.  Will 
never forget his desperation at saving a point (score against) on our goal line in the dying seconds in our win against 
Glen Iris.

•	 Brady	King,	‘Junk	Yard	Dog’,	a	great	little	player.		He’s	strong	over	the	ball,	our	extra	man	at	the	stoppages	in	the	
forward line.  Often took the tall defender deep in our forward line, often giving away height advantage. Kicked a 
beautiful goal after marking strongly and was unlucky not to snatch a few more throughout the year.  

•	 Max	Mackay	had	a	good	year,	played	ruck,	CHF	and	a	tagging	role	on	a	wing.		Played	some	great	games	at	CHF,	
kicked a great snap on the run against Kew and put on a clinic at CHF against Glen Iris.  Hit the scoreboard a number 
of times for us.

•	 Bara	Mahadeva	played	mostly	on	a	wing.		Plays	with	courage	and	flair,	really	takes	the	game	on.		His	game	improved	
a lot this year compared to last year, his first with the club.  His defensive game was also really strong, put his head 
over the ball and tackled strongly throughout the year.

•	 Ollie	Postill	played	a	great	season.		A	General	in	the	backline,	his	marking	is	a	feature	of	his	game	as	is	his	ability	to	
read the play.  Ollie also spent more time in the midfield where his disposal was on show as was his courage, often 
on the bottom of a pack and taking plenty of knocks.

•	 Layne	McKell	played	well	all	year.		Highlight	was	2	second	half	goals	against	Camberwell.		He’s	exciting	to	watch	
when he has the ball in a bit of space, he’s quick, hard to catch and has a lovely kick on him.  Played on the ball late 
in the season and showed great courage and determination in the last match to put his body on the line.

•	 Lachie	Sherriff	–	Shezza.		Had	another	good	year,	spent	time	up	forward	and	in	the	backline.		His	ability	to	read	the	
ball improved with his time in the backline, his ability to win the footy and fire off a quick handpass under pressure 
was first class.  His disposal improved, reward for effort in the pre season.

•	 Sam	Van	Winckel	–	highlight	was	the	5	goals	against	Glen	Iris.	They	just	could	not	get	the	right	match	up	for	him!!	
Sam’s forward craft improved and kicked a nice goal against Camberwell, after leading into space.  Second half of 
the season following his ankle injury was really strong.

•	 Adamo	Vigo	‘The	Bowling	Ball’,	splits	packs	like	a	bowling	ball	dropping	pins.		Played	well	in	the	backline	and	was	
thrown forward when needed to great effect. He has a knack for kicking the tight goals, that reverse banana dribble 
kick that sneaks through for a goal.
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•	 Bailey	Wallace	‘psycho’	was	his	name	around	the	club.		Because	he	plays	like	a	psycho,	relentless	at	the	footy,	in	and	
under.  His improvement on last season was remarkable. Bailey really worked on his disposal and it really showed.  
Took mark of the year (in my opinion) and was always at the bottom of a pack.

•	 Nathan	Draeger	had	a	great	year	at	CHB	or	in	the	ruck.		He’s	a	great	mark,	uses	his	body	well	and	kicks	the	footy	
like a Man, which is saying something for a 13 year old.  He and Jacko were a great combination in our backline 
constantly under pressure early in the season, but managed to save a lot of goals.

•	 Raph	Lever	‘Moomba’	had	a	great	first	year	with	us.		Has	a	great	leap	on	him	which	made	him	a	great	tap	ruckman,	
many opposition coaches commented on his natural ability with his leap. Played a great game as a defensive forward 
against Macleod on their play maker and kicked a goal in his first game, great effort.

•	 Georg	Crea,	joined	us	late	in	the	season	and	added	some	polish	and	hardness	around	the	packs.		Made	an	instant	
impact with the Team. Reads the play well and tackles hard, making him a versatile player in our midfield and back 
line.

Despite a challenging year, the boys stuck together and really formed a great Team bond, they play well together, share 
the ball and put their head over the ball when it’s their time to go.  With a bit more practice, a proper pre season and 
hopefully a recruit or two over the offseason (can we snag a left footer, please?) the Team are well placed to improve on 
this year’s results.

I need to acknowledge and thank all the families involved for their assistance throughout the year.  The behaviour of 
our families was exceptional.  You all should be proud of the way you conducted yourselves in encouraging the Sharks 
throughout the year as positive role models, especially in a challenging year.  

Congratulations on the season to all and I look forward to seeing you all in 2020 for another great season!

GO SHARKS!!!!

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Well what a year……
For the nomadic U14 Red Boys it was a year of highs and lows. It was a year that saw us play 3 home games and 13 
games not at home. It was a year that started in December 2018 and finished in August 2019. It was a year that the boys 
should be proud of. 

At the start of the year I asked the boys to each give me a goal they wanted to achieve. Some a bit far fetched, JT, 
others with hard work, would be achievable. The main aim was to begin to prepare the boys for the riggers of playing 
football in this older age group and develop.

The thought of looking after your team mate.

Acelin ‘Ace’ Adama – Take a bigger hanger than Tommy. Well I don’t know if he achieved that, but his creative handball 
and ability to keep his feet certainly helped create space when we needed it.

Josh ‘Bella’ Baldori – Kick a left foot goal. I’m pretty sure this was achieved as ‘Bella’ is a new member to the Club and 
certainly proved a handful in a number of games kicking those sneaky goals when needed.

David ‘Davey’ Broadbent – Kick a goal from 50, well I think this was covered a number of times as Dave has a fantastic 
leap and when the run from centre half forward kicked us a number of goals.

James ‘Demps’ Dempsey – Kick 5 Goals in a game, well while this might have seemed a little ambitious, Demps 
certainly was dominant in the ruck all year and while a little biased, was probably the best ruckman in our division by the 
end of the year. 

Joel ‘Foxy’ Foxwell – Go harder at the ball and crash the packs. Who are we kidding Joel, with his creative run from half 
back and forward entries, I’m sure the opposition thought he as a forward while we had him named in the back pocket!

Brad ‘Humey’ Hume – Run Someone down, well this was certainly achieved. Humey had a couple of ‘assignments’ 
during the year that allowed him with his pace to tick this one off.

Tobias ‘Killa’ Kilkenny – use left foot more. Well I don’t know if this happened but his creative run on his wing certainly 
kept us entertained, none more that the game against Greythorn Kew.

Fraser ‘Frase’ King – Kick with left foot more. Well I don’t know if this happened, but Fraser certainly gave us the run 
and an extra little goal when needed.

Seb ‘Sebby’ Lee – Use right foot more, well again I’m not sure if this happened, but Sebby’s smother and tackle in the 
Semi final was brilliant and just what the team needed at the right time.

Tom ‘Morcs’ Morcom – Take a hanger over Reesey, well I’m certain that didn’t happen, although like a good bottle of 
wine as the season got longer, so did Tommy,. His creative run on the opposite wing to Killa was fantastic.

Brad ‘Oakesey’ Oakes – Use Left foot, this might of happened, I’m not sure, but what I do know is we would be lost 
without our general down back. We even managed to move Oakesey forward and snag him a goal. 

Matthew ‘Paz’ Parrott- Kick a goal on left foot – well Matty certainly proved a handful when down forward although I’m 
not sure if he did get the left foot goal.

Oscar ‘Polly’ Pollock – Kick a goal on my right, well this certainly happened in round 3 when Osc kicked 10 goals. 
What a great effort and was the leading goal kicker in our Division for the year.

Tom ‘Reesey’ Rees – Take a hanger, well you can’t discount effort. Tommy did try this although just didn’t quite manage 
to pull this off, although his grunt work under the packs was certainly top stuff.

Tige ‘Tige(??)’ Ridley – Kick 3 goals in a game, another new recruit this year and ticked this off in his first game. 
Beginners luck!!

Zac ‘Smithy’ Smith – Kick a goal, well this didn’t happen and is a little hard when he worked hard across the half and 
full back line with a few runs forward. A great pinch hitter.

Will ‘Sonders’ Sonderhof – Not to give a 25m penalty away. Well Sonders I don’t think you did. A mountain of work 
through the middle and always contests fiercely for the ball.

UNDER 14 RED: 
Coached by:  
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Josh ‘JT’ Tovey – Kick more than 2 goals in a season. With his marks across the halfback line repelling the opposition 
forward thrusts or his hard work over the ball this was never going to happen!

Damian ‘Damo’ Smith – catch a 1m Barra – not sure about this (there was a fishing trip or 2), the year couldn’t have 
gone ahead as it did without his invaluable assistance. Whether it be his ‘wisdom’, thoughts and just being able to 
discuss a game, his assistance Coaching the boys was very much appreciated.

Sean ‘Morcs’ Morcom – thanks for running all year (we gave Damo 1 game??) With Damo and I keeping you busy 
some games it was great to have your support yet again.

Peter ‘Humey’ Hume – our Team Manager made sure each and every game ran well. With his organisation of roles and 
requirements throughout the year, it was greatly appreciated.

To all of the boys, parents, friends and supporters – thank-you for the year and the opportunity to Coach your sons. It 
was a great year culminating in winning a final, although not quite good enough to make the ‘big dance’ although this 
gives us something to aim for next year.

Best & Fairest: Josh Tovey                   
Second B&F: James Dempsey                   
Third B&F:  Joel Foxwell & Will Sonderhof     
Coaches Award:  Brad Oakes                     
Most Improved:  Oscar Pollock
Hoo Roo 2019, see you in December for fun, run in the sun for the U15’s in 2020.

BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the boys on a wonderful season.

1st: Harry Prunty

2nd:  Remi Evangelista

3rd:  Ben Sette

Most Improved Award:  Ben Waddy

Coach’s Award:  Jacob Leaumont
What can’t be underestimated at the Sharks is our ability to draw players to our club.  Under 14s at any club is a 
challenging time that’s why our club should be so proud that we were able to enter two teams when a lot of other clubs 
are going the other way and are reduced to only 1 team.  We had a squad of 20 players made up of:

- 15 players returning from U13 Black – Dan Smith, Lucas Ramage, Harry Prunty, Rhys Jones, Ben Sette, Mitch Clark, 
James D’Alberto, Jacob Leaumont, Blake Keane, Bo Breen, Oscar Lynch, Remi Evangelista, Dan White, Ben Waddy 
and Brodie Maynes.

- 5 players new to the club – Beau Osbourne crossed from Vermont to join the Sharks as did Liam Warne who had had 
a few seasons away from the footy field.  Another new Shark was Robbie Paciocco who joined after several seasons 
at Balwyn.  There were also 2 rookies who joined the Sharks.  Sam Box joined at the beginning of the season while a 
late season starter was Jack Coughlan.

Again this season, I was very happy to have Andrew Ramage as my Assistant Coach.  Andy’s encouragement of the 
boys at training and on game day was always positive. I can’t thank him enough for helping out.  As well, Vaughan Jones 
was our Runner and assisted with coaching on game day.  By far the most important off-field role is the Team Manager 
and with Kristen Northey filling the role we were very lucky indeed.  Kris never missed a beat.  I never once had to be 
concerned about the players not knowing where or when we were playing or who was filling the necessary roles on a 
Sunday.   A huge thanks to Kris from everyone in U14 Black.

But back to on-field.  We were challenged during the grading process.  After a first up win we were then given a few 
“footballing lessons” in blue division.  We ended playing the season in black division but after a few close losses & then 
some not so close losses, we were really bereft of confidence 2/3 of the way through the season.  To the credit of all the 
boys however we managed to turn that around.  It came through nothing but hard work.  Everyone coming to training 
& competing hard.  Rolling up on Sundays with the right attitude.  Switching on throughout a whole game & not letting 
ourselves down for minutes at a time.  We slowly became much more competitive & by the end of the season we had a 
thrilling draw with a finals-bound team & comprehensively beat the bottom side.  I think we would have liked the season 
to go on for a few more weeks!

Throughout the season we definitely unearthed some very talented footballers.  Many just needed a shot of confidence 
but everyone was a contributor & valuable member of the team come seasons end.

Exciting for us was 3 players reaching the 100 game milestone which is a fine effort.  Ben Sette & Rhys Jones in Round 
10 & Beau Osbourne for 100 career games in Round 14.  As well, Lucas Ramage, Blake Keane & Ben Waddy all passed 
the 50 game milestones.  Congrats to all of those boys.

We had the 15 boys return from the previous season.  Everyone improved & had memorable moments from the season.

- Harry Prunty is our most skilled & accomplished player.  He did improve his overall impact on games this season 
kicking more goals.  This included one of the most dominant games from a player seen when he kicked 4 goals as a 
midfielder in our draw with 4th placed Ashburton.  He was also recognised by the YJFL coming second (by 1 vote) in 
the league B&F award, a we deserved recognition of the season.

- Remi Evangelista has seriously improved over the 2 years with the Sharks.  When he is “on”, he is “on”.  He 
dominated a number of games, his best against Camberwell when he also kicked his first goal as a Shark.

UNDER 14 BLACK: 
Coached by:  
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- Ben Sette has moved further up the ground this year where his poise & calmness was a real feature.  Never flustered 
& always team-first, Ben works hard at training & has a great raking left foot kick.

- Ben Waddy is the most improved player.  It is credit to himself the amount of work he has put in improving his kicking 
& general play.  That was through shear hard work.  By the end of the season he held down full back on a number of 
occasions, his best performance his effort in the drawn Ashburton game where he completely blanketed their best 
forward in the 2nd half.

- Jacob Leaumont had a break-out year as a small backman.  About the only player I’ve seen not panic when tracking 
the ball back towards our goals.  The fact he managed to avoid injury was as much of an achievement as anything 
but his game against Bulleen Templestowe when he took about 12 intercept marks was as good as any this year.

- Lucas Ramage really made the wing his own this year.  Prepared to help out the defenders, he also put his body on 
the line on numerous occasions.  His best match was in the drawn Ashburton game where his link work from back to 
forward went a huge was to being really competitive.

- Dan Smith has a season of many challenges.  Mainly as he was asked to play so many different roles but he always 
gave his best.  His attack on the footy is second-to-none with his best game against Camberwell when his played 
backline & repelled many attacks & set the ball forward for us.

- Mitch Clark was our leading goal scorer, with 14 for the season.  He was deadly when on the run & really developed 
his set shots by season end.  He was also ferocious with his tackling in the forward line. Mitch’s best game was the 
first game when his 3 goals were instrumental in getting us a first up win.

- Blake Keane is our quiet achiever.  He goes about his work with minimum of fuss.  With not a lot of height in the team 
he would ruck tirelessly most weeks.  His tap work to Harry a feature.  But is was his pace that was the real eye-
catcher.  Blake’s best game was against Balwyn when is marking, run & chase & kicking was a highlight.

- Rhys Jones is a player who has really come of age this season.  He played in a number of positions but it was on the 
ball where he shows greatest ability.  Another with good skill but also great vision.  His marking was also a feature.  
Best game for the year was against Brunswick where he ran forward & kicked a nice goal as well as driving the ball 
forward on numerous occasions.

- James D’Alberto showed real flexibility this year.  He could play back, midfield or forward. He never gave in & always 
gave 2nd efforts.  This was highlighted in the final game where he chased & caught a much bigger opponent bringing 
him down & winning the free kick

- Bo Breen has been encouraged to “go & get the ball” this year.  He has great skills & now he can find the footy, he is 
very damaging.  His final half of the season was great with his ability to play back then move forward during a game & 
kick goals was a real highlight.

- Dan White’s season was impacted by availability & injury but when he was “up” he was a valuable member of 
the team.  His pack marking a real highlight & he is an accurate shot at goal.  In the first game of the season, Dan 
managed 3 goals & contributed significantly to our win.

- Brodie Maynes is a transformed player from his first season last year.  He is more competitive & stronger in the 
contest.  He has a great pair of hands with contested marking his strength.  Rarely beaten &, as highlighted in the last 
few matches, never afraid to attack the ball hard & leave his opponent behind.

- Oscar Lynch is also one of the most improved players.  His skills have developed & playing in the forward line he 
often found himself in dangerous, attacking positions.  In the drawn game against Ashburton he followed rules exactly 
sweeping into the goal square to kick a very important goal & one of a number for this season.

- The first of our new players this season was Beau Osbourne.  Beau is very experienced & showed that from the first 
game.  He is also a fantastic contested mark & runs well with the ball.  His vision to see open team mates is a real 
feature & it was a pleasure having him join the Sharks.  His game against Balwyn when his marking & running were his 
highlight for the year.

- Sam Box has never played footy before, but his skill & poise demonstrates what a natural footballer he is.  Sam 
played in many different positions all over the ground but it was at the back end of the season when playing as a 
forward that his marking & skills were most beneficial to the team.  A great kid to coach & look forward to many more 
games from Sam.

- Liam Warne hasn’t played for a few years but came to the Sharks & had a really good year.  Our specialist forward 
pocked, he kicked 2 goals in a game on a couple of occasions.  His skill are good & he makes the most of his 
opportunities.  Best game was in the drawn Ashburton game where he kicked 2 goals but created numerous 
opportunities for his teammates.

- Robbie Paciocco also came across to the Sharks for this season & instantly fit in.  His attitude & friendliness winning 
over everyone.  On the field is probably the most creative, clever & skillful boys.  One handed marks, dribble kicks 
from the pocket & strong overhead marking all featured at different stages.  Best game was against his old club 
Balwyn when he slotted 3 goals, 2 of them from opposite pockets with deft snaps & dribble kicks.

- Finally, the last player to join our team was Jack Coughlan.  While Jack has never played previously, & his kicking 
skills need a bit of work, he is ultra-competitive.  What a joy to be able to plonk him on the opposition’s biggest 
forward & watch as Jack completely nullified him out of the game.  Another great kid who fit in seamlessly.  Look 
forward to Jack developing next season.

As under 14s, the boys have a solid understanding of the game.  Their skills are developed & we began to string nice 
passages of play together each week.  We concentrated on more tactics & these showed through on a number of 
occasions.  We improved dramatically over the course of the season.  Our willingness to work back into defence & cover 
opponents.  Some of the telling goals that we kicked.  We tackled hard & competed at every opportunity.  We prided 
ourselves on 2nd efforts & we never gave in no matter what the scoreboard said.

Finally, I need to acknowledge and thank all the families involved for their assistance throughout the year.  The behaviour 
of our families was exceptional.  Not once did we have an incident which needed addressing. You all should be proud 
of the way you conducted yourselves in encouraging the Sharks throughout the year as positive role models. That 
leads nicely into thanking all of the volunteers, in addition to those mentioned earlier, throughout the season and I thank 
everyone for contributing.  Michaela Gislingham, Dean Leaumont & Janette Breen for assisting as trainers at various 
stages.  Rachel Smith & Jason Osbourne who ran the boundary.  Goal umpires Darren D’Alberto, Joe Paciocco and 
Stuart Keane.  Water carriers, time keepers, umpire escorts & ground managers which were variously filled by the Prunty, 
White, Box, Warne, Lynch, Maynes, Waddy, Evangelista & Coughlan families. 

Finally, a huge thanks to the boys themselves as they were the real stars of the show.  You all have bright futures ahead 
of you and with continued dedication and application, especially to training, there is no reason that anyone shouldn’t 
believe that they might just make it to much bigger and better things.

Congratulations on a great season to all and I look forward to seeing you all in 2020 for another crack!

GO SHARKS!!!!
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BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the boys on a wonderful season.

1st: Alex Macrokanis

2nd:  Jesh Morgan

3rd:  Jake Trembath

Most Improved Award:  Shannon D’Souza

Coach’s Award:  Liam Watts
Congratulations to Ryan Dickenson, James Mason, Shannon D’Souza, Cooper Trembath and Isaac Tymms on playing 
100 games.

Congratulations to Matt Robinson on playing 50 games.

What I found to be truly a challenging year, I also learnt so much from our boys due to their resilience to never give up 
and stay strong, not leaving the Sharks because of a tough year in Under 14’s. The boys that stayed with the club was a 
combined side of U14 RED and BLACK from last year with Cooper Trembath choosing to play with his older brother up 
an age group which then gave us a side of 18 only. 

I was very lucky to have Dave Taylor as my Assistant Coach who helped me combine the boys into a side with 
consistent constructive messaging throughout the season. He was a massive help during training and giving advice on 
game day. Thanks so much Dave.

Dave Smeed, was our Runner who never lost the opportunity to continually support the boys and give positive 
messaging but also was able to deliver more difficult messages in a constructive manner. His warmth towards the boys 
was not undervalued, a fantastic help.

We had two Team Managers, Marisa Smeed and Dave Watts. Marisa did the grunt work during the week and Dave 
supported her game day with ensuring they had all positions filled each game. Marisa should be congratulated for 
her beyond the call of duty attitude; nothing is ever a problem and will do anything for us as the coaches, the parents 
but more importantly our boys! Dave thanks for helping Marisa throughout the year and helping her deal with at times 
delicate situations.  If we didn’t have Marisa and Dave, some weeks we would not have filled a side so a massive thank 
you from all the Under 15 RED.

Some of the boys came together late last year and completed boxing circuits and as the new- year came, slowly more 
boys came to training. The boys started to grow very close and in our practice games, they could see they had some 
real potential with good wins. In our first round they came back to earth with a 6 goal loss to a side who eventually went 
up a division. But after round 1, the boys started to play the game style we wanted from them, working hard on their 
contested efforts and moving the ball, not always bombing long but to look for space into our small but very dangerous 
forward line. As the year went on, we played 16 per side 10 times in 14 rounds many times against sides rotating 5-6 
players while we were rotating 1-2. But our boys never whinged or complained, I think it galvanized them into a strong 
unit, playing hard contested but skilful clean football. The boys came to understand that if we played “Our Way” they 
would be very hard to beat, but when we did lose, they knew where they needed to improve. Throughout the season 
and the last 7 rounds, four new players joined our side, all mates from school; we owe you Rhonan!! This helped change 
the dynamic of our side and with some injuries, we knew coming into finals we would have nearly a full side with a 
bench, the first time this happened was grand final day with 21 boys playing and only Corey Church not able due to 
injury.

The defining moment for me in the season was the second time we played Warrandyte who beat us and intimated some 
of the boys the first game; the second time we beat them by over 70 points! I knew then these boys were very close, 
looked out for each and were becoming a very good team. 

The boys saved their best for finals playing Kew who were on top all year. In the 1st Semi and with missing three of our 
midfield players, the boys just out worked them and came away with a terrific 3 goal win.

UNDER 15 RED: 
Coached by:  
Glen Mason

On Grand final day, I felt quietly confident that if the boy’s attitude was right and they started well, Doncaster was not 
going to match them. They never gave Doncaster a look in and went onto winning by 42 points.  A fantastic result by the 
boys and I am so proud and happy for them; it is well deserved!

•	 3	Ben	Duffy	had	a	great	year	and	became	extremely	important	to	the	side.	He	was	a	fantastic	back	six	player	that	 
 read the game well coming off his opponent and took many goal saving intercept marks, he then hardly wasted a  
 kick.

•	 4	Cooper	Trembath	played	up	an	age	and	played	in	positions	not	familiar	to	him.	He	was	our	swing	man,	playing	 
 on the wing, up forward and even down back at times. When he was switched on meaning his confidence was  
 high, he really impacted the contest, just ask Dave Taylor at training!

•	 5	Noah	Taylor	had	a	year	where	he	learnt	to	play	the	hardest	position	on	the	ground,	centre	half	forward.	 
 Normally under sized, I played him there because of his hard working up and down and across the ground,  
 his numerous efforts and he has great hands. 

•	 6	Kane	Dickson	played	half	back,	on	the	ball	and	on	the	wing.	His	side	step	coming	from	a	rugby	background	was	 
 a skill that never saw him caught and when the game was played in the wet he never fumbled. He was awarded  
 the best player on Grand Final day by the umpires which was well deserved.

•	 7	Alex	Macrokanis	played	90%	of	the	year	on	ball	and	with	injuries	to	some	players	in	the	midfield,	he	took	a	 
 real leadership role in the middle. If you threw 10 contests at him, he would get to 11, his workrate was enormous, 
 very good overhead and a real team first player. When I congratulated him on finishing 2nd in the YJFL best and 
 fairest, his comment was first loser, a real Sharks player.

•	 8	Ryan	Dickenson	had	a	frustrating	year	for	him,	our	main	captain	was	reduced	to	only	6	games	due	to	injury.	 
 Can play on the ball, down back but wanted to use him up forward as well since he never had played there.  
 Came back after a long break to play in a grand final and while he was underdone, after half time had a real impact, 
 kicking 2 goals for the game. I hope next year is injury free for Dicko!

•	 9	Jake	Trembath	was	a	real	impact	player	for	the	side	with	great	leadership	qualities.	I	started	off	playing	Jake	half	 
 back as I wanted him to learn to defend but because of his ball winning skills along with very good decision making,  
 he became a real weapon for us. He was massive in the grand final giving us a great start kicking 3 goals in the first  
 quarter.

•	 10	Ryan	Ghostie	Smeed	was	one	of	our	players	who	achieved	great	things	over	the	year.	Ryan	improved	in	his	 
 ball handling below his knees to the point where he played the second half of the year on the wing and played to  
 instruction very well. Not overly big, opponents took him on at their peril and he certainly let them know as well.

•	 11	Liam	Watts	was	another	quiet	achiever	who	played	mainly	down	back	and	a	little	time	through	the	midfield.	 
 Down back, he was never beaten, always ran in a straight line and was an important part of our back six, a great year.

•	 12.	Lachlan	Postma	was	a	new	player	to	the	Sharks	this	year	and	rarely	missed	a	training	session	throughout	 
 the year. Because of this his big improvement was his kicking skills and as the year went he became more confident  
 in attacking the ball and tackling. A very good year for Lachie this year and will only improve next year.

•	 14.	Corey	Church	came	to	our	side	midway	through	the	year	and	had	an	instant	impact	on	the	side.	His	fearless	 
 attack on the football along with his very good kicking skills and overhead marking saw him move into the midfield  
 after his second game of football. Unfortunately for him and the side be sustained a season ending injury with a few  
 Rounds to go. But expect massive improvement from him next year.

•	 15.	Zac	McLeod	had	terrific	year	playing	mainly	deep	forward.	He	had	quite	a	few	standout	games	kicking	a	bag	 
 of goals but what I liked most about his year was how dangerous he was working within the forward line and  
 creating goal scoring opportunities. I am sure he would have kicked over 30 goals for the year and gave away  
 10 to his teammates throughout the year. 

•	 16.	Rhonan	Appleby	was	a	real	team	player	helping	with	four	new	players	to	our	side	midway	through	the	year.	 
 His ability to mark overhead for his size was very important for the side playing a forward role and as the year  
 went on, his fitness improved which then meant his ability to get to more contests improved. Had a solid year.

•	 17.Brodie	Knight	played	up	forward	early	in	the	year	and	relieved	in	the	ruck	but	halfway	through	the	year	he	 
 found his place playing full back. Had a tremendous finals series organizing our defense. He followed instructions  
 and his kicking out giving the side a real advantage was impressive. He also has real leadership qualities, a great  
 year by him.

•	 18.	James	Mason	was	very	important	to	our	structure	playing	mainly	in	the	ruck.	He	played	generally	against	 
 larger opponents but improved in his centre bounce work as the year went on. His fitness and ability to cover  
 the ground was a real asset while his ability to read the play and field kicking was a highlight. 

•	 19.	Jesh	Morgan	had	a	fantastic	year,	one	of	the	real	big	improvers	for	the	year.	Jesh’s	ability	to	win	his	own	 
 ball became his biggest attribute, something he struggled with in the practices games but as his confidence grew  
 so did his overall game, very fit and was able to get to many contests. A great year for him.
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•	 20.	Shannon	D’Souza	did	not	miss	a	training	session	and	was	rarely	beaten	playing	centre	half	back	on	bigger	 
 opponents. Very good closing speed, his defensive skills only got better as his year progressed, a very  
 underrated but skillful and tough player.

•	 21.	Matthew	Robinson	came	late	to	our	side	with	not	playing	for	a	few	years.	He	fitted	in	very	quickly	and	changed	 
 the dynamic of our forwards with his size and ability to bring the ball to ground if we had to kick long. 

•	 22.	Isaac	Tymms	started	the	year	at	full	back	and	as	the	year	progressed,	he	moved	to	half	back	but	gave	the	side	 
 a real hard edge and impact when playing in the midfield. Runs straight at the ball, very hard to push off the ball and  
 helped us gain the advantage. A good year by Tymmsy!

•	 23.	Kevin	LI	had	a	fantastic	attitude.	Played	mainly	in	the	forward	line,	Kevin	had	a	standout	kicking	three	goals	in	the	 
 wet and had it on a string. 

•	 32.	Ben	Perret	came	to	the	side	late	in	the	year	and	became	a	very	flexible	player	playing	either	end.	His	marking	and	 
 ball handling improved very quickly and look forward to seeing him only improve more next year. Well done Ben.

•	 40	Tom	Pollock	also	came	to	the	side	late	in	the	year	and	I	could	see	instantly	was	a	player	who	followed	instructions	 
 and asked many questions as he wanted to ensure he understood. His kicking improved and I see big improvement  
 in him next year, certainly did attack the footy and see only more improvement next year. A pleasure to coach.

The boys had a sensational year, we focussed more on ball movement from a stoppage and how we want to deliver 
the football into our forwards, we started to work on defending kick outs with simple zones while we worked on how 
we also kicked out once the opposition scored a point. We had more players able to play in differing positions helping 
them in their game development but also gave the side more flexibility. We also had a group of 4-6 players mainly down 
back that just worked in so well and I believe we would have been close to the best defensive side in the competition, 
we were certainly very dangerous up forward as well while our midfielders continued to work hard and out worked most 
teams we played.

Our skill level over the year improved, certainly our field kicking and our marking overhead, our ground ball skills 
improved due to the boys working hard at training.

I would like to thank all the families, but a special mention to Matt Tymms, Jeff Trembath, Dougal Dickson, Etta D’Souza, 
Ian Knight, Nick Macrokanis, Mark Duffy and Anne McLeod who consistently helped out at late notice. All families 
supported us throughout the year and let us enjoy coaching the boys. I thought the behaviour of our team including the 
parents was remarkable and thank you all for helping out when it was your turn to do so. 

Finally, I felt the boys had a really enjoyable year but also they brought great joy to us as parents. I think the team have a 
huge future next year and there are amongst you some emerging real talent that the club feel fortunate to have into the 
future years.

Again, congratulations on a great season to all and I hope you all return for another crack in 2020!

GO SHARKS!!!!
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BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the boys on a wonderful season.

1st: Adam Markic-Smith

2nd:  Oscar Halls, Joseph Blaser

3rd:  Lachlan Jury

Most Improved Award:  Luke Cormack

Coach’s Award:  Brock Pellinger-Riley
The season commenced with a number of returning Sharks players and others that were new to the Sharks in 2019, 
joining a group predominantly made up of lower age Colts (under 16s). We were fortunate to have Tim Choveaux and 
Brock Pellinger-Riley join the group as upper age Colts and by the time the team came together a week before the 
season there was great optimism about what lay ahead.

Our first game was a win although the first month or so of grading proved challenging as we played two teams 
(Richmond and Fitzroy) that should never have been in our division, resulting in a few heavy early losses that impacted 
our percentage.

The team bounced back and over the course of the season we were competitive in every game having cemented our 
back six and midfield rotations. Our last month of football was terrific culminating in a pulsating loss by 1 point against 
the ladder leader and eventual premier in Bundoora.

Unfortunately, we just missed out on finals although had a terrific year where all the boys developed their skills and built 
the confidence in their game to continue to progress in their football journey.

Throughout the season we had a number of boys step up and take control of games with dominant performances and 
this was evident through the best and fairest votes where there were a number of boys that polled well throughout the 
season and 15 votes separated 8 players.

We also had Oscar Halls invited to the league best and fairest where he finished in the top 10, a great individual 
performance as Oscar was recovering from an injury early in the season and played his best football in the final 6 weeks.

We celebrated a number a number of milestones during the year including 150 games for Tim Choveaux, 100 games for 
Will Fasan, Jordan Haas and Lachlan Parrott, with 50 games for Lachlan Jury.

We had an excellent support team that included Greg Skien as Assistant Coach, Trevor Scott as Runner and Paul & 
Kerry Draffin as Team Managers. Greg Wilson also helped at most training sessions and Matt Fasan, Trent Cormack and 
Brett Halls stepped into support roles at various time throughout the season.

Everyone was committed to ensuring that the boys enjoyed their season and also had the opportunity to develop and 
grow as young men.

We were also lucky to have a great group of parents, with everyone willing to support each other and the team at a 
moment’s notice, we certainly couldn’t have asked for more. Special thanks to Fiona and Cameron Jury who ran water 
every week, Fiona in particular providing lots of encouragement from the boundary.

And lastly to the boys, a terrific bunch who gave their all every week, were courteous and respectful at all times and 
represented the club and their families brilliantly throughout the season.

Congratulations on a great season and look forward to seeing most (if not all) of the boys back at the Sharks in 2020.

COLTS BLACK: 
Coached by:  
Nick Kouteris
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The season started in November with the first call to training happening as we moved into summer. This is always a 
gamble but the results of starting training early always provide dividends later in the season proper.

As ever some of the boys were pursuing other sporting endeavours such as cricket, but a core group trained through the 
summer and into autumn.

By the time the season started we had a group of about 20 players for each of the 2 Colts teams.

And then trials started for Eastern ranges, Northern Jets and Oakleigh Chargers. This just as our season began.

We fronted to our first 2 games of the season with severely depleted numbers. Our 14 players against Glen Iris in the first 
match matched up well for 3 quarters but just ran out of legs against their 24 players. Our second match was a similar 
story as our lack of numbers let us down.

But they were our only losses for the year.

After this our stocks were filled and although we lost the occasional player for some games, our numbers for the rest of 
the year remained constant with a great blend of upper age Colts players mixed in with a very capable mix of first year 
Colts players.

The team had an excellent year under the Club Captaincy of Jake Leonard who played as a far more mature player this 
year.

Our back line excelled all year. With Jack Conlan and Henry Ameer leading at the back and with the penetrating power 
running of the Hartnett boys off the back flanks, we had a solid and indeed formidable defence. Tommy Sonderhof was a 
pivot and Bobby Smith, Lachie Crane, Mason Appleby all pulled together to make this a great backline.

The	midfield	was	the	powerhouse	that	got	the	job	done	all	year.	Zac	Ryan	was	always	at	the	contest	and	bashing	his	
body in against his opponent. The skills came from Jackson Archer, Will Newton and Matt Faulkner as they continually 
persisted to win the pill. They were ably helped out all year by the rotations who mixed through to keep the group fresh. 
It helps when Matty Wallis and Declan Hickey are able to come in fresh. The wingers in Ben Gill, Jesse Brown and Sam 
Linkin were able to arrow in some superb delivery to our forwards as well as exerting defensive tackling pressure.

The forward line was multifocal led by the Leagues leading goal scorer in Macca Spiteri ably supported by Jack 
Rossimel, Jack Cullen and Tommy Thorn. When you throw in snappy forwards like Matt Wallis and Owen Foxwell other 
teams struggled to hold back the scoring tide.

The boys played the Grand Final against a very aggressive Ivanhoe team and comprehensively accounted for them 
winning 10.goals 9 behinds 69 points to Ivanhoe 5 goals 11 behinds 41 points.

My favourite memories of the day will be remembering Jacko at the ball, for every contest no matter how much Ivanhoe 
tried to stop him. I will always recall Will Newtons chase, run down and tackle that denied Ivanhoe a crucial goal (and 
subsequently broke their spirit). I will recall Maxie Hartnetts run through the middle and kicking the games second goal 
and the only goal of his entire junior football career. And I will remember Stinger Faulkners performance at the Grand 
Final party. Because he can’t remember anything.

None of these highlights of the Grand Final would be possible if a great bunch didn’t put themselves out there to 
volunteer their time and effort. I hope the players will realise just how lucky they have been to be coached by Michael 
Tout and his helpers, in particular Steve Wallis as Assistant Coach.

Touty was recognised by the League by being YJFL Coach of the Year and the accolade was richly deserved. 

I know the boys also greatly appreciated the tactical advice that was passed on by one of the fathers, Glenn Archer. 
Well, lots of fathers passed on tactical advice but the coaches usually listened to Glenn’s.

A special thank you to all the parents who willingly volunteered to help out with the roles that are required for match day. 
It’s only by your involvement that the match days are able to be run, so thank you all.

A special thank you to Rob Ameer for stepping in as a temporary Team Manager. That will no doubt be tremendous 
grounding for next year as Henry plays as a upper age Colt.

Park Orchards Colts Red …….. 2019 YJFL Colts Division 2 Premiers

COLTS RED:  
Coached by:  
Glenn Archer
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BEST & FAIREST: Allie King
Congratulations to the winners below and all the girls on a wonderful season.

1st:   Allie King

2nd:   Scarlett McInerney

3rd:   Mia Spencer Jones

Most Improved Award:   Charlise Doolan
Season Report

It was mid March by the time we got going with training at Domeney Reserve for the start of the 2019 season.  The 
players began rolling up in good numbers across a number of age groups.  We are always unsure how it will look in the 
wash up, wondering whether there could be three teams or one.  We had girls willing to play in an u10’s team, under 11’s 
and u12’s so it is not until the last minute that we know.  In the end, it was an u12 team formed combining players from 
the 11’s & 12’s.  We only trained for approximately 3 sessions before our round 1 clash.  

Our first four grading games were always going to be a challenge given our slow start and being entered into the Gold 
division.  That did not stop our enthusiasm to compete and give it our best.  Our team is never short on numbers as 
we consistently play with ample numbers on the bench often lending other teams players or even playing extras on 
the ground.  Unfortunately, by round 4 we hadn’t won a game, losing by 27, 16, 64 & 7 points.  This saw our team be 
regraded into the Brown division where we belonged.  

Brown division allowed us to be in games that are more competitive every week, playing against opponents of similar 
skill levels.  And it was here that we found our groove.  Our players gained confidence week on week, we started to 
believe more in our abilities and started to win games through hard work and determination.  In fact, we went on to win 
9 out of our next 10 games.  In amongst these wins were some torrid encounters with some very good teams, but when 
we were pushed our players seemed to find an extra gear when it mattered most and the wins kept coming.  The only 
hiccup was a loss to Canterbury in which we lost to them by 5 points in round 8.

During the middle of the season and in the depths of winter we faced all sorts of playing conditions.  The players copped 
days of sunshine (not many), icy cold mornings, strong winds, light rain, heavy rain, thick fog and everything in between.  
Yet during all this, the girls showed up to train every week, showed up to play every week and won over our admiration 
along the way.

Not a bad effort to qualify for finals either and with a bit of luck going our way in the last round we finished second 
on the ladder after the home and away season giving ourselves a double chance.  Our Semi Final saw us take on 
Canterbury (top of the table) who unfortunately taught us a football lesson.  They were a slick opponent who used the 
wind advantage nicely and with the help of three gun players proved too difficult going on to win by 49 points, when 
we got opened up in the second quarter.  Our Preliminary Final was also a big challenge against a team in good form in 
Parkside.  Parkside were hungry for redemption after we took their second spot on the ladder.  In a hugely competitive 
game we came out the victors winning by 2 points in a nail biter.  

Grand Final time.  What an achievement to make it to a Grand Final in what for many was only there second year playing 
football.  The girls were super excited and ready to give it everything – and that they did.  The first half was fiercely 
fought as we went into the long break 5 points down yet full of confidence.  Though the third quarter saw Canterbury 
power on kicking several goals and crushing any dreams we carried of a win.  It was a special occasion for all involved 
and I am sure we all gained some valuable lessons on what it takes to win a Grand Final.   

We had 21 players on our list of which 20 played through until the seasons end, with one player succumbing to injury 
early in the season.  Throughout the competition we definitely unearthed some very talented footballers, many just 
needed a shot of confidence but everyone was a contributor & valuable member of the team come seasons end.  Here is 
a quick summary of the playing group;

GIRLS UNDER 12: 
Coached by:  
Jason Dove

•	 Allie	King	–	incredibly	hard	at	the	ball,	kicks	goals,	works	hard,	we	ask	a	lot	of	Allie	and	she	never	lets	us	down.	A	
real talent who had a massive season.

•	 Ava	Clowes	–	loves	the	contest	and	running	through	the	midfield,	excellent	skills	and	knows	how	to	win	her	own	
ball.  A super season.

•	 Bianca	Albers	–	Can	play	at	either	end,	loves	a	challenge,	works	hard	and	contributed	beautifully	to	her	team.

•	 Bonnie	Spencer	Jones	–	tackles	hard,	can	play	at	either	end,	loves	her	team,	won	bump	of	the	year	for	mine	and	
knows how to celebrate a goal.  Over yawns though ☺

•	 Charlise	Doolan	–	had	a	break	out	game	in	the	middle	and	can	also	play	in	a	number	of	positions,	no	fuss	sort	of	
player who’s happy to oblige and do what it takes for her team.  Improved substantially this season.

•	 Charlotte	Keaney	–	sneaky	forward	who	loves	a	goal	and	knows	how	to	win	a	contest.	The	youngest	in	our	squad	
yet proved she was more than capable.

•	 Charlotte	Peterson	–	excellent	runner	who	also	has	improved	considerably.	Loves	a	contest,	runs	to	assist,	can	play	
in any position and her skills are coming along nicely.

•	 Ella	Saunders	–	probably	the	most	impressive	kick	in	the	team	for	style	and	can	kick	on	the	run.	Loves	playing	down	
back and stopping forwards, works hard, trains well and had a good season – even tried her hand in the ruck!

•	 Grace	Bettiol	–	always	give	100%,	given	big	tasks	and	she	performs	them	well.	Hard	working	and	can	play	in	all	
positions. Kicks goals and is well respected by her teammates.

•	 Grace	Dawson	–	very	crafty	forward	who	also	loves	a	contest,	she	is	a	goal	kicker	who	uses	her	voice	and	skills	to	
bring other players into the game. A great team player.

•	 Indi	Tovey	–	Great	season	again	and	dominates	across	the	back	line,	knows	how	to	read	the	play,	wins	most	
contests that come her way, excellent mark and long kick with natural abilities. 

•	 Jaide	Scott	–	great	communicator	who	too	can	play	in	a	number	of	positions.		Copped	some	big	knocks	but	always	
finds a way to contribute.  Her skills are coming along nicely with exciting things to come. 

•	 Mia	Bosna	–	a	natural	defender	and	leader	of	the	backline,	can	also	impact	the	midfield	and	has	a	knack	of	reading	
the play.  Excellent skills in the air, on the ground and kicking and handballing.  Only played half the season proper 
but had real impact.

•	 Mia	Spencer	Jones	–	Our	reigning	best	&	fairest	winner	who	can	do	it	all.	A	hard	worker	who	does	a	lot	of	the	grunt	
work.  Good mark, long kick, loves a goal and big tackler.

•	 Scarlett	McInerney	–	Speaking	of	big	tackles,	this	girl	is	another	who	can	deliver	a	punishing	tackle.	Extremely	
hard at it and her use of the footy has come along way. Again, we always asked a lot of her and for good reason.  
Outstanding season from a real talent. 

•	 Sienna	Pollock	–	A	natural	forward	who	uses	her	run	and	carry	to	advantage.		Our	leading	goal	kicker	who	can	kick	
goals from anywhere.  Good skills with an ability to find space and win matches!

•	 Sienna	Smith	–	can	play	at	either	end,	showed	real	flexibility	this	year.	She	never	gave	in	&	always	gave	2nd	efforts.		
Skills are coming along well and was a pleasure to have in the team.

•	 Tia	Dempsey	–	looks	comfortable	in	defence	for	mine.		Attacks	the	ball	well,	saved	a	few	games	for	us,	always	beats	
her opponent and uses her long kicking well. Came a long way from the start of the season to its end.

•	 Willow	Harvey	–	Also	played	back,	mid/ruck	and	forward.		Had	some	big	games	and	dominated	with	her	ruck	work	
and rebounding out of defence. Even likes a goal when given a chance.

•	 Zara	Dove	–	worked	her	way	into	a	good	season	overall.		The	fastest	in	the	team	and	uses	this	weapon	well.	Played	
some big games in the back half of the season. Takes a good mark and loves a tackle

Two years in the system now and three for some.  Our understanding of the game has increased, our skills have 
improved and friendship groups have widened and hopefully our love of playing in a team sport has grown.  Can’t help 
but feel proud in Allie King’s effort in coming fourth in our competitions Best & Fairest Award and to the three girls in 
Scarlett McInerney, Mia Spencer Jones and Allie King in being selected to attend training sessions with the YJFL Futures 
Academy – amazing. During the season we had the opportunity to meet and train with the Box Hill Hawks Women’s 
Team, we met and trained with Tim O’Brien from the Hawthorn Football Club, we attended club functions in large 
numbers and then we finished it all off with a fantastic party, in style!  

My support crew could not have done a better job than they did.  Marlo Saunders and Michael McInerney were terrific 
in their roles with Marlo putting her hand up to be trainer and Michael playing the roles of part time trainer, water carrier, 
part time team manager and supporter.  Thanks to you both.  Adam Bosna’s running abilities were elite as was his 
support at training and on match day.  Cheers mate. Chris Doolan did an incredible job as our team manager, in what is 
a very demanding role.  Thanks for your involvement and willingness to help from the start.  Then was Tim.  As I’ve said 
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before, it all couldn’t have been done without him.  A great character to have around the team who the girls have no 
doubt learnt a lot from.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge and thank all the families involved for their assistance throughout the season.  I 
know football is just another thing that adds to our workloads each week and some days when the weather is not kind 
it can be difficult to find the motivation but as a team we made it through and had a lot of fun along the way.  So thanks 
to those who fulfilled a role for us on a weekly basis, thanks to those in contributed in one way or another and thanks to 
all the parents for just letting your daughter play footy.  I have loved my time with all of them and I congratulate each of 
them on their efforts and I hope I see them go around again next season!

GO SHARKS!
Jason

 

At the halfway point of the season we were sitting second on the ladder & had run the eventual premiers to within a kick 
so at that stage we were sitting pretty!

However only having 18 players meant that if a couple didn’t play or we had some injuries it became increasingly 
difficult to maintain our momentum in the season which is what happened & we eventually missed finals & finished 6th 
on the ladder.

The other thing that became apparent was that we needed to work harder on our skill level & only training once a week 
was beginning to show on game day. 

However in what is a busy time for all the girls finding that time was about priorities and those who sought to train more 
the results became clearer to all.

We had an amazing season in 2018 & as a result went into gold division. It’s exactly where we should’ve been, the 
girls were up to it and on different occasions every player on the list had impacted more than 1 game & even our most 
inexperienced players by games played were impressive to say the least.

I decided to rotate the captaincy during the season to give each girl a chance at addressing the team @ tossing the coin 
& I think this bought a few out of their shells and really proved productive. 

Our major award winners we’re Mia Servinis B & F 

Zoe Miriklis. Runners up B & F
These 2 both polled in the top 10 for the league as well & are not only extremely talented footballers but wonderful 
young women who have a very clear understanding of what it takes on & off the field to be their best on it . Thank you 
both for your leadership throughout the season, you deserve everything you can achieve!

Having singled these 2 out isn’t really fair as I had some enormous efforts from all the girls some playing through injuries 
others playing having just hoped of international flights etc & all giving a great account of themselves!

I started the season with Harry Miriklis as my Assistant Coach but he became our runner & Will Peters became Ass 
Coach. 

It’s my privilege to call both of these gentlemen mates and both were vital in assessing game situations throughout the 
season and not only myself but the team was greatly improved by their presence, thanks Lads.

We	had	a	very	consistent	team	of	parent	helpers	&	to	Zac,	Scott,	Mel	Warrick,	Kylie	&	everyone	who	helped	thank	you	
for giving up your time it’s always greatly appreciated.

The heartbeat of course of the team was our TM Ruth Stewart !

With out her there would be a shambollick mess of disorganization and her warmth & generosity knows no bounds and 
not only I but the entire team is forever in your debt !

Thanks Ruth.

Next year will bring more challenges & I know whatever form it takes whom ever the coaches are they will wear the 
Sharks colors with pride & equip themselves admirably as we are very fortunate to have a great bunch!

Go Sharks 

GIRLS UNDER 13: 
Coached by:  

Tim Rule
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BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the girls on a wonderful season.

1st:  Lilly Cameron

2nd:   Jade Copper

3rd:   Charli Newton

Most Improved Award:   Holly Hansen

Coach’s Award:   Remy Archer
For the vast majority of the Under 14 Girls 2019 would be their third season of football.  It has been a privilege to 
watching these young girls develop their skills and learn the game of football.  We were lucky enough to have a number 
of new girl’s start their football journey this year.  One of my favourite things about Coaching is watching the instant 
passion for these players seem to gain for the game and the unique team environment which prevails. I have watched 
junior basketball, netball and the like, but nothing seems to compare to the team environment at a footy club.

I put out the call prior to the season looking for a replacement Coach, while I loved coaching the girls I thought it was 
definatly time for someone else to take on the role, offering new ideas and a different voice.  While there were no takers 
for the Coaching role itself, I have to send out a massive thank you to Glenn Archer, who assisted in the running of 
training sessions, and Eugene Hansen who assisted on game day. Both of these gentlemen have a wealth of experience 
as players and in coaching roles. The team was very privileged to have such guidance.

I must also take to opportunity to thank Steve Copper, for putting his hand up to be Team Manager. It was Steve’s 
first season of being involved in a  junior football. I am not sure if he was aware of what he was getting himself in for, 
however he did an amazing job never missing a beat.

Thank you also to all the parents who helped out with the required duties to run the games, especially to Lisa Williams, 
Lisa Angelico and Scott Holt who all put their hands up for permanent roles.

The 2019 season was a challenging one for the sharks, low player numbers and injuries throughout the year certainly 
took their toll.  The move to Gold division added to our challenges, it made me very proud that despite all the adversity 
that the team faced,  they never gave up and always gave their all.  We may not have been the most skilful team in our 
division, however I can confidently say that we were the most feared. Our girls were known for never took a backwards 
step!

The team finished the season in sixth position on the ladder with four wins and a draw. 

Well done Girls we are all proud of the way you went about it this season and loved to hear you singing the club song 
after the last round.  See you all next year.

GIRLS UNDER 14: 
Coached by:  
Mike NewtonDentalArt
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BEST & FAIREST:
Congratulations to the winners below and all the girls on a wonderful season.

1st:  Jorja Livingstone

2nd:  Alannah Boell

3rd:  Tahlia Cameron

Most Improved Award:  Jasmine Taylor

Coach’s Award:  Dakota Hoen
Our girls are into their third season of football and their growth in this time has been quite amazing. This development 
reflects their dedication to training and their connection as a group. The Reds and Blacks trained together all season 
and are sponges when it comes to learning new aspects of the game. As this report asks us to focus on the Reds, we 
are very proud to have lost only one game for the year and ultimately end up as the 2019 Premiers. Whilst this is an 
outstanding outcome we thoroughly enjoyed the entire season together and our girls will always be defined by their 
‘team first’ mentality, the fun they have together and the manner in which they played each game. The Reds spent the 
first 12 games playing and learning a variety of positions before settling on our best line up going into the finals. We 
managed to win both finals against a team that has won the past three premierships, significantly keeping them to one 
goal across the eight quarters of finals football played.

Here is a snapshot of our champion players:

Kristen Bertoldi

Excellent burst of speed with ability to read and intercept the ball as a half back. Reliable in any position.

Alannah Boell

Powerful player that could break lines and lay fantastic tackles. Critical goal in the GF and played a team first role in both 
finals. 

Natalie Broadbent

Plays with energy and a smile on her face. Hard to tackle given her speed and agility and always attacks the ball with 
intent.

Taliah Cameron

Contested ball is her great strength and at times she was able to wrench the ball from opposition with power and then 
use her hands to get it going our way. We all wanted to smile like Tahlia

Chelsea Dunoon

Hard to beat in any one on one contest. Excellent at keeping her feet and staying composed in traffic.

Sophie Harvie

Smooth moving player with classy skills. Reads the play very well and can play in a variety of positions. 

Jade Hutchinson

Never flustered, Jade works hard to get in the right positions and is generally a one grab player. A very efficient kick 

Lauren Knowles

Another great contest player that can win the ball in close and then use her legs to escape from tackles. Dangerous goal 
kicker.

GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: 

Coached by:  
Tim Livingstone
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Chloe Lee

Importantly played her best two games for the year in the finals. Determined player that tackled ferociously but also won 
a couple of critical contests in big moments in these games.

Jorja Livingstone

Runs all day and accumulates possessions. Breaks lines and opens the game up for the Sharks with her penetrating 
kicking.

Mia McAuliffe

Wonderful skills that came to the fore with two big goals in the second semi-final. Able to play in any position.

Courtney Murray

Just love her determination in the contest. Attacks the loose ball and can nail a tackle as good as anyone in the 
competition

Flynn Peters

Is an exciting player to watch with her ability to break lines with speed and power. Known for her Dusty don’t argues she 
plays with fun and flare

Matilda Rae

Found a niche up forward as a clever goal kicker. Set the team alight with her running snap in the Grand Final. Reads the 
game as good as any.

Jasmine Taylor

Became a valuable midfielder in the latter half of the year after holding down key position posts. Fierce competitor and 
very effective kick. 

Petra Edwards

Debut season with the Sharks and she proved to be an excellent addition to the team. Athletic player that is one of the 
longest kicks in the competition 

Dakota Hoen

Courageous and rarely beaten defender that despite being struck down with a broken knuckle in Rd 13 came back to 
play in the Grand Final just five weeks later. Her appearance lifted her team mates.

Zoe Douglas

Started in the Blacks and played some outstanding football to earn her spot back in the Reds. Clean mark and played 
her role as a key, either forward ,back or in the ruck

This group of young footballers have so much improvement in them. To achieve two grand Final finishes in their first 
three seasons and to actually win the competition this year is testimony to their ability. However we are excited by the 
fact that they will only get better with experience as not one of them has played more than 50 games of football in their 
life.

We would like to acknowledge and thank all of our families for their support of the team this year.

Particular thanks to Katrina Bertoldi our team manager, to the coaching team of Dave Boell, Wayne Taylor, Matt Turner, 
Darren Dempsey and Heath Lee. Thank you to the parents that regularly assisted on the track Will Peters and Tony 
Edwards. Special mention to Wayne and Liam Bertoldi for their outstanding vision and photos.

Thank you to our trainers Jo McAuliffe and Jill Douglas and our runner Kay Livingstone. 

A big thank you to our generous team sponsors: Liz Dunoon’s “The Ten-Minute Tutor” and Wayne Taylors “Southern 
States Group”

Finally, congratulations girls on winning the Division One Premiership and on an amazing start to your football journey 
we look forward to seeing you all in 2020 for more fun!

GO SHARKS!!!!
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Wow what an incredible start to the 2019 pre-season training, it was fantastic to see almost all our girls from 2018 back 
on the track and with the new recruits it was clear Park Orchards Sharks were going to field two under 16 girls teams as 
we did the previous year in under 15, an incredible effort. Again both under 16 girls teams trained together every session 
which was invaluable to our girls as most of the blacks were only going into their second year of Aussie rules. 

After a couple of practise matches our season started with 4 grading games in Div 2,which we won convincingly, we 
were on top of the ladder with a percentage of 1300 plus. Deservedly   we were promoted to Div 1, amazing 2 Sharks 
teams in the same age group in Div 1. During the grading games we had the opportunity to swap players between the 2 
teams, we had a couple of girls go into the reds and another 2 drop out through injury, again we had new challenges and 
again our girls tackled them head on.

We struggled against the quality opposition, we had some admiral loses and a couple of good wins, our stats at the end 
of the year were 6 wins from 14 games and placed 6th on the ladder. Throughout the season I was continually impressed 
with the effort and intensity our girls brought to each game, our resilience on the tough days was equalled to our humility 
on our winning days. It was an absolute pleasure to watch this group of girls develop, not only as footballers but as 
young people.

A bit about our team:

The Backline: Anna, known for her tackling took it to a new level, her defence was strong and clearances when on the 
ball was much improved. Ella, can’t ask more of a fullback, goal saving marks and tackles were the norm, again her 
run and carry out of defence was terrific. Nat, unfortunately missed a number of games but was great support to the 
backline when on the ground. Abbey, never allowed her opponent to get an easy kick, tackled hard, fought hard to win 
the ball in a contest. Tilly, with her height and strong marking held down centre half back, a great kick and a strong 
competitor, helped out at full back and in the ruck when asked, a great team player. Victoria, always prepared to take the 
game on, her run and carry a highlight, took some great defensive marks and long kicking a feature.

The	Middle:	Zoe	had	an	amazing	year,	her	ruck	work	gave	our	team	first	use	of	the	ball	90%	of	the	time,	her	marking,	
kicking	and	tackling	around	the	ground	was	sensational,	Zoe	finished	3rd	in	the	league	B	and	F,	a	great	achievement.	
Hanni our captain, was our leader in the middle always talking to and encouraging players around her and giving me 
positive feedback during the breaks and can play footy, her clearance work at stoppages, her marking and accurate 
kicking her strengths. Vas, goes at the ball and player harder than most, a great tackler a strong runner and long kick, 
won’t take a backward step if confronted by an opponent. Sophie one of our quicker runners, a lot more confident with 
her ball handling skills, many times being involved in a running series of hand balls.

The Forward line: Eve our quickest runner, her run and carry gained the most meterage of all in our team, her attack on 
the ball is awesome, her tackling is very strong and works hard for her team. Tess, another strong runner, very confident 
taking a mark with out stretched arms on the run, has an amazing ability to step around or through a group of opposition 
player, regularly contributed on the scoreboard, has worked hard on her kicking and improved out of sight. Charlie has 
become a fierce competitor this year, her tackling and defensive work has greatly improved, she had many roles during 
the season which she took on with enthusiasm. Mikayla, a speedy skilful forward pocket, a very committed player 
always hard in the contest, a great mark and accurate kick, contributed on the scoreboard many times during the year. 
Grace at full forward with her marking ability gave us a great target in the forward line, she also has ground level skills 
often	snapping	goals	from	a	contest,	she	was	a	great	support	for	Zoe	in	the	ruck.	Kylah	was	always	buzzing	around	the	
forward 50, and getting to the fall of the ball of the pack and contributed on the scoreboard.

A special mention to Amelia, unfortunately rolled her ankle in the 3rd game and didn’t play again this season, however 
she was at every game to support her team mates which we really appreciated.   

A shout out to our U16 Reds, congratulations on an outstanding year and winning the Grand Final, well deserved. Thank 
you to Tim, Dave, Heath and Wayne for your commitment and hard work on the training track, this really helped our girls 
to get the most out of the season.     

We had an awesome group of parent helpers around us, clearly the hardest role is that of the team manager, I’d like to 
thank Tanya for all her hard work on game day and all the work behind the scenes she did throughout the year. Without 
a great team manager our kids don’t get on the ground. Darren’s assistance on game day was invaluable, his knowledge 
and ability to read the game was so helpful when we made on field changes.  I would like to thank all the parents for 

GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: 

Coached by:  
Matt Turner
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their assistance this year, all roles are important, it’s a tough gig to be a runner, trainer, boundary and goal umpire, water 
carrier on the cold wet and windy days.

Matt Turner
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GAMES PLAYED

UNDER 8 RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

12 Mitchell Allen 14 14
5 Cruz Anderson 14 14
28 Kaiden Appleby 9 9
6 Joshua Cox 9 9

10 Elijah De Rooden 12 12
16 Gabriel Forcadell 11 11
3 Alfie Gniel 13 13
14 Edward James 14 14
8 Sebastian Kinski 9 9
11 Thomas Laurence 14 1 15
15 Magnus Luke 14 14
18 Flynn Milton 13 1 14
13 Gabriel Natsis 12 12
4 Lachlan Radle 11 11

17 Harrison Torner 13 13
9 Tyler Webb 11 11
1 Mason Woollard 8 8
7 Heath Worthington 14 14

UNDER 9 RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

9 Jackson Buchanan 11 23
3 Sam Caltieri 11 24
5 Jackson Gadd 8 21
11 Harrison Hume 13 28
21 Lenny Kilworth 11 1 12
7 London Masters 12 12
31 Charlie McGinty 12 26
15 Maxi Mcleod 13 27
13 Jasper Mijat 7 20
1 Cohen Myers 11 25
25 Darcy Saunders 12 26
19 Harry Waterson - Chappell 11 26
27 Charles Whitelock 12 12
17 Harry Wilson 9 9
29 Noah Webb 9 9

UNDER 9 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

20 Rhys Blackshaw 11 11
16 James Cahill 11 21
32 Marcus Di Battista 8 18
28 Anthony Doolan 10 10
2 Ethan Genever 11 22
12 Alex Giosserano 10 22
22 Jackson Hartley 11 1 22
6 Archie Hattwich 11 23

30 Miller Hine 11 11
14 Hugh Marsh 11 23
18 Luke Newman 11 11
24 Sidney Rigall 11 11
8 Taylor Sonderhof 10 10
10 Ezra Zosel 10 10
26 Fynn Robertson 9 9

UNDER 10 RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

15 Indiana Chivers 13 25
7 Elliot Davis 13 41
1 Patrick Duffy 14 43

21 James Fortington 14 43
9 Angus John Hales 14 53
17 Benjamin Alan Hales 14 52
35 Will Inglese 13 1 41
41 Henry James 14 1 45

YJFL COLTS TEAM OF 2019
Team Player/Coach Position

Colts Red Michael Tout Coach

Colts Red Matthew Faulkner Centre

Colts Red McLaren Spiteri Forward

Colts Red Jack Rossimel Interchange

ACHIEVEMENTS

PREMIERS
Team Coach

Colts Red Michael Tout

U16 Girls Red Tim Livingstone

U15 Red Glenn Mason
RUNNERS UP

Team Coach

U12 Girls Jason Dove
FINALISTS

Team Coach

U11 Red Daniel Bullen

U11 Black Brad Motteram

U12 Red Rob Sette

U12 Black Michael James

U14 Red Nathan Tovey

YJFL BEST AND FAIREST TOP 10 FINISHERS
Team Player Place

U11 Gold Zac	Antonellos 4th

Logan Ross 5th

U11 Red Albert De Rooden 6th

U12 Girls Brown Allie King 4th

Sienna Pollock 10th

U12 Brown Lukas Hirvonen-Blunt 5th

Felix Kilworth 7th

U13 Girls Gold Zoe	Miriklis Equal 4th

Mia Servinis Equal 4th

U13 Black Kye Bertram Equal 5th

Barathan Mahadeva Equal 6th

U13 Gold Josh Smillie 4th

U14 Girls Gold Charlotte Newton 6th

Lily Cameron 7th

U14 Black Harrison Prunty Equal 2nd

U14 Red Joshua Tovey Equal 6th

U15 Boys (3) Alexander Macrokanis Equal 2nd

U16 Girls Red (1) Mia McAuliffe 6th

U16 Girls Black (1) Zoe	Servinis 3rd

Colts Red (2) Zac	Ryan 3rd

Jackson Archer Equal 6th

Matthew Faulkner Equal 7th

Colts Black (5) Oscar Halls Equal 5th
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4 Noah Di Grazia 14 46
30 Tom Elliott 14 49
19 William Fortington 14 54
6 Harvey Fry 12 51
36 Felix Hattwich 13 51
8 Riley Hume 13 38
16 Beau Innes 11 48
48 Gabriel Italiano 13 27
14 Kai Knight 13 50
12 William Laurence 13 48
10 Christian McCartan 13 13
50 Lachlan Motteram 14 55
20 Jack Newman 8 8
48 Ned Smith 14 55
22 Zane Stephens 14 55
32 Daniel Tasca 13 37
18 William Torner 11 50
2 Granger Wheatley 13 37

44 Jonah Riggall 13 1 14
UNDER 12 RED 2019

Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total
31 Lachlan Allan 15 61
37 Max Beach 14 71
19 Jacob Bridger 14 68
15 Riley Di Conza 15 67
7 Lachlan Dickson 14 76

39 Campbell Drummond 15 45
25 Austin Foxwell 15 1 74
23 Mason Harvie 14 72
41 Lukas Hirvonen-Blunt 13 1 45
27 Jack Inglese 13 69
13 Felix Kilworth 14 1 72
11 Archie Leonard 13 1 81
21 Henry Milton 15 2 71
33 Lucas Nicholls 14 70
29 Owen Sestan 13 27
3 Jacob Sette 15 1 78
5 Jayden Sultana 15 76
9 Dylan Todero 15 45
1 William Tsoukatos 15 15

UNDER 12 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

10 Jordan Allan 13 32
12 Cruz Arifovic 13 27
40 Byron Bradshaw 14 68
30 Fletcher Cameron 13 65
1 Manks Ethan 5 5
22 Elliott Ficinus 14 69
36 Archie James 14 58
18 Sean Kelly 13 66
4 James King 9 35
8 Tom Mc Diarmid 15 42
16 Will Mc Diarmid 15 41
28 Jack Mc Diarmid 15 27
24 Max Nicholls 15 41
34 Hamish Noonan 13 69
26 Lachlan Oaks 15 15
20 Harrison Read 14 64
14 Jacob Simos 14 28
2 Bosco Tang 13 27
32 Charlie Tassell 10 10
39 bruce Waddy 13 1 67
42 Zac Wilson 14 68
38 Zhu Zhenjia (Kenny) 8 8

25 Oliver Lanza 14 1 54
23 Julian Nicholls 13 38
29 Benjamin Nicholls 14 1 42
33 Darcy Noonan 14 2 57
11 Xavier Noonan 14 1 56
31 Joshua Prest 14 5 69
19 Ryan Radle 12 34
37 Thomas Robertson 13 42
34 Kai Wachter 11 40
13 Liam Walsh 14 40
27 Henry Robinson 13 13

UNDER 10 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

12 Coby Baker 13 39
20 Patrick Cronin 11 26
24 Lucas Daley 14 41
40 Max Georgostathis 14 29
3 Jahla Goyma 4 4
2 Alexander Kupinic 14 37
14 Hudson Lynch 14 29
10 Jack Ottens 13 28
34 Luca Phelan 12 40
8 Casey Prichard 12 26
18 Arlo Ross 13 40
28 Archie Rowe 14 42
26 Joel Troiani 12 38
38 Charlie Wilson 12 24
30 Aaron Blackshaw 14 14
32 Beau Blackshaw 13 13
4 Cameron Noble 14 14
22 Hunter Weeks 14 14
16 Cormac Muzeen 13 13
36 Michael Moore 12 23
6 Cooper Tout 11 11

UNDER 11 RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

15 Zac Antonellos 15 3 57
21 Keegan Arifovic 13 26
37 Indy Brown 12 52
47 Harry Brown 4 4
27 Fynn Bullen 14 55
41 Joshua Daley 9 50
13 Oscar Della Gatta 12 12
5 Campbell Eastwood 14 51
39 Nate Farrell 15 56
3 Harry Halls 15 52

51 Logan Hamilton 15 56
29 Cash Kinnear 14 54
49 Eamon McDonald 15 55
43 James McGowan 15 52
11 Justin David McIntyre 10 21
35 Charlie Nash 13 13
25 Daniel Nielsen 15 1 57
47 Luke Paciocco 11 48
9 Logan Ross 14 1 53
19 Liam Shamloo 13 47
33 Logan Sonderhof 15 55
23 Isaiah Thomas 15 54
7 Austin Wallace 11 1 53
17 Daniel Williamson 14 50

UNDER 11 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

42 Joshua Bettiol 14 53
28 Tom Bryant 14 54
40 Floyd Dahmen 14 14
22 Albert De Rooden 14 52
26 Isaac Di Donato 14 52
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UNDER 14 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

34 Boaz (Bo) Breen 12 26
30 Sam Box 9 9
11 Mitchell Clark 14 99
40 Jack Coghlan 7 7
13 James D'Alberto 13 95
17 Remi Evangelista 14 27
36 Rhys Jones 13 2 107
35 Blake Keane 14 62
3 Jacob Leaumont 14 90
38 Oscar Lynch 14 29
25 Brodie Maynes 12 25
14 Beau Osborne 14 14
26 Harrison Prunty 14 45
4 Lucas Ramage 14 62
28 Ben Sette 14 104
19 Daniel Smith 14 98
20 Ben Waddy 14 52
2 Liam Warne 12 12
37 Daniel White 12 27
24 Robbie Paciocco 12 12

UNDER 15 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

16 Rhonan Appleby 14 149
14 Corey Church 6 6
25 Shannon D'souza 16 111
21 Angelo Di Mauro 6 74
8 Ryan Dickenson 8 106
6 Kane Dickson 14 138
3 Ben Duffy 16 123
17 Brodie Knight 16 133
22 Kevin Li 11 24
7 Alexander Macrokanis 15 3 129
18 James Mason 13 109
15 Zachary McLeod 16 122
19 Jeshua Morgan 14 40
12 Lachlan Postma 14 14
10 Ryan Smeed 15 74
5 Noah Taylor 16 41
4 Cooper Trembath 16 106
9 Jake Trembath 12 128

24 Isaac Tymms 15 101
11 Liam Watts 16 72
2 Ben Perrett 7 7

116 Matt Robinson 5 50
40 Tom Pollock 6 6

COLTS RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

36 Henry Ameer 16 134
39 Mason Appleby 10 1 107
11 Jackson Archer 15 156
20 Jesse Brown 13 117
6 Jack Conlan 16 148
40 Lachie Crane 7 7
12 Jack Cullen 11 126
14 Matthew Faulkner 16 118
1 Owen Foxwell 14 142
10 Ben Gill 14 96
16 Jack Hartnet 15 82
18 Max Hartnett 15 102
24 Declan Hickey 13 164
48 Jake Leonard 14 152
4 Sam Linkin 16 133
2 William Newton 16 134
42 Jack Rossimel 12 41

UNDER 13 RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

19 Daniel Albers 13 85
21 Lachlan Di Conza 12 82
29 Max Dominko 12 74
25 Jack Fortington 13 75
15 Jake Galstians 9 89
31 Joshua Galstians 13 92
43 Andrew Holt 13 65
5 Flynn Hutchinson 13 92
1 Jackson Harley 7 7
3 William Kenny 12 71
41 Oliver Nitz 12 89
7 Samuel Prest 12 90
17 Lachlan Quinn 9 83
35 William Rossimel 10 10
39 Josh Smillie 13 3 89
27 Cooper Smith 13 29
33 Joel Stephens 13 87
9 Gabriel Stumpf 13 68
23 William Tait 11 57
37 Jacob Tymms 13 83
32 Thomas Worthington 13 77

UNDER 13 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

38 Connor Bastin 13 88
14 Kye Bertram 14 60
4 Adam Blake 6 6

33 Daniel Blaser 14 91
12 Oscar Bugler 14 14
26 Joshua Cahill 12 52
24 Finn Doherty 13 89
32 Ben Jackson 11 26
42 Brady King 12 70
40 Max Mackay 12 54
22 Barathan Mahadeva 14 32
18 Oliver Postill 14 90
2 Layne Sedawie-McKell 14 32
41 Lachlan Sherriff 14 77
6 Samuel Van Winckel 12 88
20 Adamo Vigo 14 37
31 Bailey Wallace 14 89
36 Nathan Draeger 13 13
16 Raph Lever 10 10
1 Georg Crea 5 5

UNDER 14 RED 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

37 Acelin Adama 16 48
6 Joshua Baldori 14 14
15 David Broadbent 16 63
39 James Dempsey 16 26
12 Joel Foxwell 14 122
21 Bradley Hume 16 3 105
22 Tobias Kilkenny 16 105
9 Fraser King 16 57
5 Sebastian Lee 15 88
18 Tom Morcom 16 101
16 Bradley Oakes 14 90
7 Matthew Parrott 15 1 119

35 Oscar Pollock 16 105
10 Thomas Rees 15 1 94
23 Tige Ridley 16 1 17
8 Zac Smith 16 92
29 William Sonderhof 16 2 117
1 Joshua Tovey 16 2 99

27 Charles Vermeulen Brown 15 15
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2 Madeline Moran 11 22
11 Jayde Peters 14 2 30
8 Lacey Rule 13 2 44

33 Tegan Rule 14 1 49
12 Mia Servinis 14 2 30
7 Amy Smith 13 27

14 Bethany Stone 10 21
9 Amy Duffy 13 13

19 Rafaela Guerrero 14 14
20 Haylee Bastide 9 9
5 Ava Hamilton 9 9

GIRLS U14 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

Remy Archer 14 1 49
Priya Brown 13 13
Lily Cameron 14 1 45

Alkira Dryden 14 25
Madison Goodman 12 22

Holly Hansen 12 29
Madison Innifer 13 13

Amy Holt Oaks 9 39
Ava Leonard 11 1 56

Charlotte Newton 11 46
Tess Parry 5 33
Starly Pote 12 44

Ashleigh Savage 11 35
Michaela Shamloo 7 41

Jade Cooper 14 1 15
Ellisha Bett 2 2
Sienna Bett 4 4
Lacey Rule 0 0

Teagan Rule 1 1
GIRLS U16 RED 2019

Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total
2 Kristen Bertoldi 15 38
6 Alannah Boell 15 44

16 Natalie Broadbent 12 41
20 Chelsea Dunoon 12 38
11 Sophie Harvie 11 34
14 Jade Hutchinson 13 28
22 Lauren Knowles 14 31
5 Chloe Lee 14 46
4 Jorja Livingstone 15 43
9 Mia McAuliffe 14 38
12 Flynn Peters 15 48
10 Matilda Rae 14 43
23 Jasmine Taylor 15 44
18 Courtney Murray 12 27
17 Tahlia Cameron 14 31
32 Petra Edwards 15 32
26 Dakota Hoen 14 26
15 Zoe Douglas 15 30

GIRLS U16 BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

38 Mikayla Aloi 13 13
27 Tess Budge 12 12
35 Abbey Charlotte Callaghan 14 30
33 Charli Dempsey 14 32
26 Zoe Renee Douglas 4 19
17 Petra Edwards 2 2
13 Ella Garniss 9 23
19 Kylah Harrap 12 26
36 Sophie Hirst 13 1 29
24 Tilly Hodgson 14 2 33
10 Dakota Hoen 3 15
21 Vasiliki Karamitos 13 26

34 Zach Ryan 16 46
45 Nicholas Smith 15 15
18 Tom Sonderhof 15 136
44 McLaren Spiteri 12 151
28 Thomas Thorn 16 16
22 Matthew Wallis 15 123

COLTS BLACK 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

27 Joseph Blaser 14 83
34 Timothy Choveaux 14 154
17 Luke Cormack 13 1 29
29 Sebastian Di Simone 4 4
15 Tobey Draffin 14 75
23 Sanaga Etoundi 4 4
4 William Fasan 12 108
25 Jordan Haas 11 102
39 Oscar Halls 13 26
35 Liam Hardacre 4 4
9 Ben Harrisson 13 2 40
31 Aden Hood 9 9
43 Lachlan Jury 14 56
33 Lochlan Kelly 13 74
37 Charlie Kouteris 14 73
21 Adam Markic-Smith 13 70
13 Billy McIntyre-Wilson 11 11
5 Bailey McMahon 12 92
30 Brock Nirz 5 90
7 Lachlan Parrott 12 81
41 Brock Pellinger-Riley 13 28
3 Edward Phillips 11 25
38 Reuben Saxone 11 18
19 Brayden Scott 12 2 120
1 Cayden Skien 13 131

GIRLS U12 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

Bianca Albers 13 13
Grace Bettiol 15 27
Mia Bosna 10 21

Amber Cannon 3 3
Ava Clowes 17 1 18

Grace Dawson 16 27
Tia Dempsey 16 16

Charlise Doolan 14 24
Zara Dove 15 27

Willow Harvie 15 41
Charlotte Keaney 14 14
Gemma Keaney 2 0

Allie King 17 1 45
Scarlett McInerney 17 2 48

Charlotte Peterson 17 29
Sienna Pollock 16 29

Ella Saunders 15 44
Jaide Scott 12 22

Sienna Smith 9 9
Mia Spencer-Jones 17 1 30

Bonnie Spencer-Jones 17 29
Indianna Tovey 14 24

GIRLS U13 2019
Jumper Number First Name Family Name Games 2019* Other Sharks Total

13 Charlotte Brimelow 13 13
17 Charlotte Green 11 1 25
6 Demi Knight 12 25
1 Alicia Lomen 14 28
16 Amber Mcleod 13 23
10 Lily Mercer 12 23
18 Zoe Miriklis 13 2 28
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29 Grace Lloyd 10 10
7 Anna Marchionno 14 40
3 Sahana Pote 12 42
37 Amelia Rees 3 34
30 Zoe Servinis 14 30
31 Natassja Shallvey 8 33
1 Victoria Turner 12 27

34 Eve Parry 13 13

MILESTONES
PONRPJFC Milstones - 2019 as of 1st Sept

Team Player/Coach Position

Team Name Milestone

U10 Red Darcy Noon 50 games

Xavier Noonan 50 games

Angus Hales 50 games

Ben Hales 50 games

Ollie Lanza 50 games

U11 Red Zac	Antonellos 50 games

Indy Brown 50 games

Flynn Bullen 50 games

Josh Daley 50 games

Campbell Eastwood 50 games

Nate Farrell 50 games

Harry Halls 50 games

Logan Hamilton 50 games

Cash Kinnear 50 games

Eamon McDonald 50 games

James McGowan 50 games

Daniel Nielsen 50 games

Logan Ross 50 games

Logan Sonderhof 50 games

Isaiah Thomas 50 games

Austin Wallace 50 games

Daniel Willamson 50 games

U11 Black Joshua Bettiol 50 games

Tom Bryant 50 games

Albert De Rooden 50 games

Isaac Di Donato 50 games

William Fortington 50 games

Harvey Fry 50 games

Felix Hattwich 50 games

Kai Knight 50 games

Lachlan Motteram 50 games

Ned Smith 50 games

Zane	Stephens 50 games

William Torner 50 games

PONRPJFC Milstones - 2019 as of 1st Sept
Team Player/Coach Position

U12 Red Lachlan Allan 50 Games

U12 Black Archie James 50 Games

U13 Red William Tait 50 Games

U13 Black Bertram Kye 50 Games

Joshua Cahill 50 games

Max Mackay 50 games

U14 Red David Broadbent 50 Games

Fraser King 50 games

Will Sonderhof  100 Games

Bradley Hume 100 games

Oscar Pollock 100 games

Tobias Kilkenny 100 games

U14 Black Keane Blake 50 Games

Lucas Ramage 50 Games

Ben Waddy 50 games

Rhys Jones 100 games

Ben Sette 100 games

U 15 Red Matthew Robinson 50 games

Shannon D’Souza 100 Games

Ryan Dickenson 100 Games

James Mason 100 Games

Cooper Trembath 100 games

Isaac Tymms  100 games

Colts Red Mason Appleby 100 Games

Max Hartnett 100 games

Jake Leonard 150 games

Archer Jackson 150 games

McLaren Spiteri 150 games

Colts Black Lachlan Jury 50 games

Will Fasan 100 Games

Lachie Parrott 100 Games

Jordan Haas 100 games

Timothy Choveaux 150 games

U14 Girls Ava Leonard 50 Games

PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH ("SHARKS")  
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

PROFIT AND LOSS REPORT (UNAUDITED) FOR THE 12 MONTHS TO 31st AUGUST 2019

31-Aug-19 31 Aug 18

REVENUE

Registrations 40,438$        87,310$        

Sponsorship & Grants 55,870$        48,775$        

Burger Nights $     ( 2,619 ) 1,478$          

Canteen 2,632$          8,463$          

50th Gala Ball / Trivia Night 7,330$          11,347$        

Interest Income 2,301$          1,830$          

Other Revenue 2,107$          7,940$          

TOTAL REVENUE 108,060$      167,142$      

LESS EXPENSES

Yarra Junior Football League 9,410$          52,317$        

Manningham City Council 14,209$        12,181$        

General Expenses 31,528$        34,447$        

Operations Equipment - Football Dept 26,223$        24,323$        

Team, Coaches & TM Funds 5,351$          10,367$        

Presentation Day & AGM 7,965$          8,026$          

Merchandise 11,732$        5,924$          

Social Function -$              524$             

Bank Fees 747$             980$             

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 107,164$      149,088$      

OPERATING SURPLUS 896$             18,054$        

Notes:

1. PONRPJFC is an incorporated association CAV A0031474X, ABN 92 218 378 754

2. Accounts are run in XERO, all receipts stored electronically

3. Burger nights, canteen and merchandise are net contibutions

4. Merchandise contribution include FY19 $4,604 & FY18 $9,382 in giveaways

5. In FY19 YJFL changed Registration Fee Process - parents paid a YJFL fee &

medic fee directly to the YJFL via Sports TG registration process

6. Other revenue (FY18) includes insurance proceeds from claim (Stintons theft)

PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH ("SHARKS")

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

PROFIT AND LOSS REPORT (UNAUDITED)

FOR THE 12 MONTHS TO 31st AUGUST 2019
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH ("SHARKS")  
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

BALANCE SHEET (UNAUDITED) FOR THE 12 MONTHS TO 31st AUGUST 2019

31 Aug 2019 31 Aug 2018

Assets

   Bank

   Cheque Account (Bendigo Bank) $54,589 $46,461

   Debit Mastercard (BendigoBank) $3,659 $2,143

   Term Deposit (BendigoBank) $100,000 $120,000

   Total Bank $158,248 $168,604

Total Assets $158,248 $168,604

Liabilities

   Current Liabilities

   Accounts Payable $8,707 $13,959

   Total Current Liabilities $8,707 $13,959

   Non-Current Liabilities

   Building Fund $8,000 $14,000

   Total Non-Current Liabilities $8,000 $14,000

Total Liabilities $16,707 $27,959

Net Assets $141,541 $140,645

Equity

Current Year Earnings $896 $18,054

Retained Earnings $140,645 $122,591

Total Equity $141,541 $140,645

1. Building Fund is for Colman Reserve contribution

2. President & Secretary have Club Debit Mastercards with Bendigo Bank

3. Accounts Payables are due to YJFL for fees & finals umpires

4. Merchandise & equipment purchases are expensed - no stocktake

PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH ("SHARKS")

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

BALANCE SHEET (UNAUDITED)

FOR THE 12 MONTHS TO 31st AUGUST 2019



Major Club Sponsor

Club Ringwood

Gold Sponsors

Appleby Real Estate

Resi Ventures

Bendigo Bank – Warrandyte Branch

Warran Glen

Silver Sponsors

RNG Lawyers

50th Gala Dinner Sponsor

Elephant & Co

General Sponsors

Rebel	•	Bakers	Delight	•	McDonalds	•	Rob	Dolan	•	Volks	Wagon

Ringwood	Mazda	•	Blue	Dog	Café	•	Soda	Stream	•	Aumanns	at	Warrandyte

AKT	Trophy	Centre	•	Aus	Cut	•	Mark	Leonard	Plumbing	•	Bounce	Health	Group

Dental	Art	Park	Orchards	•	MCG	Windows	&	Doors	•	Hallmark	Hire	Cars

Krueger	•	JNJ	Electrics	•	A+	Optometry	•	Pneutech	•	Southern	States	Group

Healesville	Toyota	•	Opulent	Homes	•	Concept	Laser	Co.

Manfred	Pellinger-Riley	–	McGrath	•	X	Power	•	The	Ten	Minute	Tutor

Eyecare	Plus	•	Screen	House	•	Natskin	•	V&A	Spiteri

PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD  
PARISH JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB 

Wishes to acknowledge and thank our  
Sponsors below and all Team Sponsors


